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Abstract. This paper presents a novel nonlinear regression model for estimating
heterogeneous treatment effects, geared specifically towards situations with small
effect sizes, heterogeneous effects, and strong confounding by observables. Stan-
dard nonlinear regression models, which may work quite well for prediction, have
two notable weaknesses when used to estimate heterogeneous treatment effects.
First, they can yield badly biased estimates of treatment effects when fit to data
with strong confounding. The Bayesian causal forest model presented in this pa-
per avoids this problem by directly incorporating an estimate of the propensity
function in the specification of the response model, implicitly inducing a covariate-
dependent prior on the regression function. Second, standard approaches to re-
sponse surface modeling do not provide adequate control over the strength of
regularization over effect heterogeneity. The Bayesian causal forest model permits
treatment effect heterogeneity to be regularized separately from the prognostic
effect of control variables, making it possible to informatively “shrink to homo-
geneity”. While we focus on observational data, our methods are equally useful for
inferring heterogeneous treatment effects from randomized controlled experiments
where careful regularization is somewhat less complicated but no less important.
We illustrate these benefits via the reanalysis of an observational study assess-
ing the causal effects of smoking on medical expenditures as well as extensive
simulation studies.
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1 Introduction

The success of modern predictive modeling is founded on the understanding that flexible
predictive models must be carefully regularized in order to achieve good out-of-sample
performance (low generalization error). In a causal inference setting, regularization is
less straightforward, for (at least) two reasons. One, in the presence of confounding,
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regularized models originally designed for prediction can bias causal estimates towards
some unknown function of high dimensional nuisance parameters (Hahn et al., 2016).
Two, when the magnitude of response surface variation due to prognostic effects differs
markedly from response surface variation due to treatment effect heterogeneity, simple
regularization strategies, which may be adequate for good out-of-sample prediction, pro-
vide inadequate control of estimator variance for conditional average treatment effects
(leading to large estimation error).

To mitigate these two estimation issues we propose a flexible sum-of-regression-trees
— a forest — to model a response variable as a function of a binary treatment indicator
and a vector of control variables. To address the first issue, we develop a novel prior
for the response surface that depends explicitly on estimates of the propensity score as
an important 1-dimensional transformation of the covariates (including the treatment
assignment). Incorporating this transformation of the covariates is not strictly necessary
in response surface modeling in order to obtain consistent estimators, but we show that
it can substantially improve treatment effect estimation in the presence of moderate to
strong confounding, especially when that confounding is driven by targeted selection
— individuals selecting into treatment based on somewhat accurate predictions of the
potential outcomes.

To address the second issue, we represent our regression as a sum of two functions:
the first models the prognostic impact of the control variables (the component of the
conditional mean of the response that is unrelated to the treatment effect), while the
second represents the treatment effect directly, which itself is a nonlinear function of
the observed attributes (capturing possibly heterogeneous effects). We represent each
function as a forest. This approach allows the degree of shrinkage on the treatment
effect to be modulated directly and separately of the prognostic effect. In particular,
under this parametrization, standard regression tree priors shrink towards homogeneous
effects.

In most previous approaches, the prior distribution over treatment effects is induced
indirectly, and is therefore difficult to understand and control. Our approach interpolates
between two extremes: Modeling the conditional means of treated and control units
entirely separately, or including treatment assignment as “just another covariate”. The
former precludes any borrowing or regularization entirely, while the second can be rather
difficult to understand using flexible models. Parametrizing non- and semiparametric
models this way is attractive regardless of the specific priors in use.

Comparisons on simulated data show that the new model — which we call the
Bayesian causal forest model — performs at least as well as existing approaches for
estimating heterogenous treatment effects across a range of plausible data generating
processes. More importantly, it performs dramatically better in many cases, especially
those with strong confounding, targeted selection, and relatively weak treatment effects,
conditions we believe to be common in applied settings.

In Section 7, we demonstrate how our flexible Bayesian model allows us to make
rich inferences on heterogeneous treatment effects, including estimates of average and
conditional average treatment effects at various levels, in a re-analysis of data from an
observational study of the effect of smoking on medical expenditures.
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1.1 Relationship to previous literature

As previously noted, the Bayesian causal forest model directly extends ideas from two
earlier papers: Hill (2011) and Hahn et al. (2016). Specifically, this paper studies the
“regularization-induced confounding” of Hahn et al. (2016) in the context of Bayesian
additive regression tree (BART) models as utilized by Hill (2011). In terms of imple-
mentation, this paper builds explicitly on the work of Chipman et al. (2010); see also
Gramacy and Lee (2008) and Murray (2017). Other notable work on Bayesian treatment
effect estimation includes Gustafson and Greenland (2006), Zigler and Dominici (2014),
Heckman et al. (2014), Li and Tobias (2014), Roy et al. (2017) and Taddy et al. (2016).

More generally, the intersection between “machine learning” and causal inference is
a burgeoning research area.

Papers deploying nonlinear regression (supervised learning) methods in the service
of estimation and inference for average treatment effects (ATEs) include targeted max-
imum likelihood estimation (TMLE) (van der Laan, 2010a,b), double machine learning
(Chernozhukov et al., 2016), and generalized boosting (McCaffrey et al., 2004, 2013).
These methods all take as inputs regression estimates of either the propensity function or
the response surface (or both); in this sense, any advances in predictive modeling have
the potential to improve ATE estimation in conjunction with the above approaches.
Bayesian causal forests could be used in this capacity as well, although it was designed
with conditional average treatment effects (CATEs) in mind.

More recently, attention has turned to CATE estimation. Notable examples include
Taddy et al. (2016), who focus on estimating heterogeneous effects from experimental,
as opposed to observational data, which is our focus. Su et al. (2012) approach CATE
estimation with regression tree ensembles and are in that sense a forerunner of both
Bayesian causal forests as well as Wager and Athey (2018),1 Athey et al. (2019) and
Powers et al. (2018). Wager and Athey (2018) is notable for providing the first inferential
theory for CATE estimators arising from a random forests representation, based on the
infinitesimal jackknife (Efron, 2014; Wager et al., 2014). Friedberg et al. (2018) extend
this approach to locally linear forests. Nie and Wager (2017) and Künzel et al. (2019)
propose stacking and meta-learning methods, respectively, similar to what TMLE does
for the ATE, except tailored to CATE estimation. Shalit et al. (2017) develop a neural
network-based estimator of CATEs based on a bound of the generalization error in
an approach inspired by domain adaptation (Ganin et al., 2016). Zaidi and Mukherjee
(2018) develop a model based on the use of Gaussian processes to directly model the
special transformed response (as studied in Athey et al. (2019) and Powers et al. (2018)).

The focus of the present paper is to develop a regularization prior for nonlinear mod-
els geared specifically towards situations with small effect sizes, heterogeneous effects,

1Note that the Bayesian causal forest model is not the Bayesian analogue of the causal random forest
method, as both the motivation and fitting process are quite different; both are tree-based methods for
estimating conditional average treatment effects (CATEs), but the similarities end there. Specifically,
Chipman et al. (2010) is already substantially different than Breiman (2001), and the ways that BCF
modifies BART are simply not analogous to the modifications that causal random forests makes to
random forests.
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and strong confounding. The research above does not focus specifically on this regime,
which is an important one in applied settings.

Finally there are a number of papers that compare and contrast the above methods
on real and synthetic data: Wendling et al. (2018), McConnell and Lindner (2019), Dorie
and Hill (2017), Dorie et al. (2019), and Hahn et al. (2018). The results of these studies
will be discussed in some detail later, but a general trend is that BART-based methods
appear to be a strong default choice for heterogeneous effect modeling.

2 Problem statement and notation

Let Y denote a scalar response variable and Z denote a binary treatment indicator
variable. Capital Roman letters denote random variables, while realized values appear in
lower case, that is, y and z. Let x denote a length d vector of observed control variables.
Throughout, we will consider an observed sample of size n independent observations
(Yi, Zi, xi), for i = 1, . . . n. When Y or Z (respectively, y or z) are without a subscript,
they denote length n column vectors; likewise, X will denote the n×d matrix of control
variables.

We are interested in estimating various treatment effects. In particular, we are inter-
ested in conditional average treatment effects — the amount by which the response Yi

would differ between hypothetical worlds in which the treatment was set to Zi = 1 versus
Zi = 0, averaged across subpopulations defined by attributes x. This kind of counter-
factual estimand can be formalized in the potential outcomes framework (Imbens and
Rubin (2015), chapter 1) by using Yi(0) and Yi(1) to denote the outcomes we would
have observed if treatment were set to zero or one, respectively. We make the stable unit
treatment value assumption (SUTVA) throughout (excluding interference between units
and multiple versions of treatment (Imbens and Rubin, 2015)). We observe the potential
outcome that corresponds to the realized treatment: Yi = ZiYi(1) + (1− Zi)Yi(0).

Throughout the paper we will assume that strong ignorability holds, which stipulates
that

Yi(0), Yi(1) ⊥⊥ Zi | Xi, (2.1)

and also that
0 < Pr(Zi = 1 | xi) < 1 (2.2)

for all i = 1, . . . , n. The first condition assumes we have no unmeasured confounders,
and the second condition (overlap) is necessary to estimate treatment effects everywhere
in covariate space. Provided that these conditions hold, it follows that E(Yi(z) | xi) =
E(Yi | xi, Zi = z) so our estimand may be expressed as

τ(xi) := E(Yi | xi, Zi = 1)− E(Yi | xi, Zi = 0). (2.3)

For simplicity, we restrict attention to mean-zero additive error representations

Yi = f(xi, Zi) + ǫi, ǫi ∼ N(0, σ2) (2.4)

so that E(Yi | xi, Zi = zi) = f(xi, zi). In this context, (2.1) can be expressed equivalently
as ǫi ⊥⊥ Zi | xi. The treatment effect of setting zi = 1 versus zi = 0 can therefore be
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expressed as
τ(xi) := f(xi, 1)− f(xi, 0).

Our contribution in this paper is a careful study of prior specification for f . We
propose new prior distributions that improve estimation of the parameter of interest,
namely τ . Previous work (Hill, 2011) advocated using a BART prior for f(xi, zi) directly.
We instead recommend expressing the response surface as

E(Yi | xi, Zi = zi) = μ(xi, π̂(xi)) + τ(xi)zi, (2.5)

where the functions μ and τ are given independent BART priors and π̂(xi) is an estimate
of the propensity score π(xi) = Pr(Zi = 1 | xi). The following sections motivate this
model specification and provide additional context; further modeling details are given
in Section 5.

3 Bayesian additive regression trees for heterogeneous
treatment effect estimation

Hill (2011) observed that under strong ignorability, treatment effect estimation reduces
to response surface estimation. That is, provided that a sufficiently rich collection of
control variables are available (to ensure strong ignorability), treatment effect estimation
can proceed “merely” by estimating the conditional expectations E(Y | x, Z = 1) and
E(Y | x, Z = 0). Noting its strong performance in prediction tasks, Hill (2011) advocates
the use of the Bayesian additive regression tree model of Chipman et al. (2010) for
estimating these conditional expectations.

BART is particularly well-suited to detecting interactions and discontinuities, can
be made invariant to monotone transformations of the covariates, and typically requires
little parameter tuning. Chipman et al. (2010) provide extensive evidence of BART’s
excellent predictive performance. BART has also been used successfully for applica-
tions in causal inference, for example Green and Kern (2012), Hill et al. (2013), Kern
et al. (2016), and Sivaganesan et al. (2017). It has subsequently been demonstrated to
successfully infer heterogeneous and average treatment effects in multiple independent
simulation studies (Dorie et al., 2019; Wendling et al., 2018), frequently outperforming
competitors (and never lagging far behind).

3.1 Specifying the BART prior

The BART prior expresses an unknown function f(x) as a sum of many piecewise con-
stant binary regression trees. (In this section, we suppress z in the notation; implicitly z
may be considered as a coordinate of x.) Each tree Tl, 1 ≤ l ≤ L, consists of a set of in-
ternal decision nodes which define a partition of the covariate space (say A1, . . . ,AB(l)),
as well as a set of terminal nodes or leaves corresponding to each element of the partition.
Further, each element of the partition Ab is associated a parameter value, mlb. Taken
together the partition and the leaf parameters define a piecewise constant function:
gl(x) = mlb if x ∈ Ab; see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: (Left) An example binary tree, with internal nodes labelled by their splitting
rules and terminal nodes labelled with the corresponding parameters mlb. (Right) The
corresponding partition of the sample space and the step function.

Individual regression trees are then additively combined into a single regression
forest : f(x) =

∑L

l=1 gl(x). Each of the functions gl are constrained by their prior to
be “weak learners” in the sense that the prior favors small trees and leaf parameters
that are near zero. Each tree follows (independently) the prior described in Chipman
et al. (1998): the probability that a node at depth h splits is given by η(1 + h)−β , η ∈
(0, 1), β ∈ [0,∞).

A variable to split on, as well as a cut-point to split at, are then selected uniformly
at random from the available splitting rules. Large, deep trees are given extremely low
prior probability by taking η = 0.95 and β = 2 as in Chipman et al. (2010). The leaf
parameters are assigned independent priors mlb ∼ N(0, σ2

m) where σm = σ0/
√
L. The

induced marginal prior for f(x) is centered at zero and puts approximately 95% of the
prior mass within ±2σ0 (pointwise), and σ0 can be used to calibrate the plausible range
of the regression function. Full details of the BART prior and its implementation are
given by Chipman et al. (2010).

In a causal inference context, we are concerned with the impact that the prior over
f(x, z) has on estimating τ(x) = f(x, 1)−f(x, 0). The choice of BART as a prior over f
has particular implications for the induced prior on τ that are difficult to understand: In
particular, the induced prior will vary with the dimension of x and the degree of depen-
dence with z. In Section 5 we propose an alternative parameterization that mitigates this
problem. But first, the next section develops a more general framework for investigating
the influence of prior specification and regularization on treatment effect estimates.

4 The central role of the propensity score in regularized

causal modeling

In this section we explore the joint impacts of regularization and confounding on esti-
mation of heterogeneous treatment effects. We find that including an estimate of the
propensity score as a covariate reduces the bias of regularized treatment effect estimates
in finite samples. We recommend including an estimated propensity score as a covariate
as routine practice regardless of the particular models or algorithms used to estimate
treatment effects since regularization is necessary to estimate heterogeneous treatment
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effects non- or semiparametrically or in high dimensions. To illustrate the potential for
biased estimation and motivate our fix, we introduce two key concepts: Regularization
induced confounding and targeted selection.

4.1 Regularization-induced confounding

Since treatment effects may be deduced from the conditional expectation function
f(xi, zi), a likelihood perspective suggests that the conditional distribution of Y given x
and Z is sufficient for estimating treatment effects. While this is true in terms of identi-
fication of treatment effects, the question of estimation with finite samples is more nu-
anced. In particular, many functions in the support of the prior will yield approximately
equivalent likelihood evaluations, but may imply substantially different treatment ef-
fects. This is particularly true in a strong confounding-modest treatment effect regime,
where the conditional expectation of Y is largely determined by x rather than Z.

Accordingly, the posterior estimate of the treatment effect is apt to be substantially
influenced by the prior distribution over f for realistic sample sizes. This issue was
explored by Hahn et al. (2016) in the narrow context of linear regression with continuous
treatment and homogenous treatment effect; they call this phenomenon “regularization-
induced confounding” (RIC). In the linear regression setting an exact expression for the
bias on the treatment effect under standard regularization priors is available in closed
form.

Example: RIC in the linear model

Suppose the treatment effect is homogenous and response and treatment model are both
linear:

Yi = τZi + βtxi + εi,

Zi = γtxi + νi;
(4.1)

where the error terms are mean zero Gaussian and a multivariate Gaussian prior is
placed over all regression coefficients. The Bayes estimator under squared error loss is
the posterior mean, so we examine the expression for the bias of τ̂rr ≡ E(τ | Y, z,X).
We begin from a standard expression for the bias of the ridge estimator, as given,
for example, in Giles and Rayner (1979). Write θ = (τ, βt)t, X̃ =

(
z X

)
and let

θ ∼ N(0,M−1). Then the bias of the Bayes estimator is

bias(θ̂rr) = −(M+ X̃tX̃)−1Mθ, (4.2)

where the bias expectation is taken over Y , conditional on X and all model parameters.

Consider M =
(
0 0
0 Ip

)
, where Ip denotes a p-by-p identity matrix, which corresponds

to a ridge prior (with ridge parameter λ = 1 for simplicity) on the control variables and
a non-informative “flat” prior over the first element (τ , the treatment effect). Plugging
this into the bias equation (4.2) and noting that

(M+ X̃tX̃)−1 =

(
ztz ztX
Xtz XtX+ Ip

)−1
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we obtain
bias(τ̂rr) = −

(
(ztz)−1ztX

)
(I+Xt(X− X̂z))

−1β, (4.3)

where X̂z = z(ztz)−1ztX. Notice that the leading term
(
(ztz)−1ztX

)
is a vector of

regression coefficients from p univariate regressions predicting Xj given z. With com-
pletely randomized treatment assignment these terms will tend to be near zero (and
precisely zero in expectation over Z). This ensures that the ridge estimate of τ is nearly
unbiased, despite the fact that the middle matrix is generally nonzero. However, in the
presence of selection, some of these regression coefficients will be non-zero due to the
correlation between Z and the covariates in X. As a result, the bias of τ̂rr will depend
on the form of the design matrix and unknown nuisance parameters β.

The problem here is not simply that τ̂rr is biased — after all, the insight behind
regularization is that some bias can actually improve our average estimation error.
Rather, the problem is that the degree of bias is not under the analyst’s control (as it
depends on unknown nuisance parameters). The use of a naive regularization prior in
the presence of confounding can unwittingly induce extreme bias in estimation of the
target parameter, even when all the confounders are measured and the parametric model
is correctly specified.

In more complicated nonparametric regression models with heterogeneous treatment
effects a closed-form expression of the bias is not generally available; see Yang et al.
(2015) and Chernozhukov et al. (2016) for related results in a partially linear model
where effects are homogenous but the βtx term above is replaced by a nonlinear func-
tion. However, note that both of these theoretical results consider asymptotic bias in
semi- and non-parametric Bayesian and frequentist inference; our attention here to the
simple case of the linear model shows that the phenomenon occurs in finite samples
even in a parametric model. That said, the RIC phenomenon can be reliably recreated
in nonlinear, semiparametric settings. The easiest way to demonstrate this is by con-
sidering scenarios where selection into treatment is based on expected outcomes under
no treatment, a situation we call targeted selection.

4.2 Targeted selection

Targeted selection refers to settings where treatment is assigned based on a prediction
of the outcome in the absence of treatment, given measured covariates. That is, targeted
selection asserts that treatment is being assigned, in part, based on an estimate of the
expected potential outcome μ(x) := E(Y (0) | x) and that the probability of treatment
is generally increasing or decreasing as a function of this estimate. We suspect this
selection process is quite common in practice; for example, in medical contexts where
risk factors for adverse outcomes are well-understood physicians are more likely to assign
treatment to patients with worse expected outcomes in its absence.

Targeted selection implies that there is a particular functional relationship between
the propensity score π and the expected outcomes without treatment μ. In particular,
suppose for simplicity that there exists a change of variables x → (μ(x), x̃) that takes the
prognostic function μ(x) to the first element of the covariate vector. Then targeted selec-
tion says that for every x̃, the propensity function E(Z | x) = π(μ, x̃) is (approximately)
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Figure 2: For any value of x̃, the propensity score π(μ, x̃) is monotone in the prognostic
function μ. Here, many realizations of this function are shown for different values of x̃.

monotone in μ; see Figure 2 for a visual depiction. If the relationship is strictly monotone
so that π is invertible in μ for any x̃, this in turn implies that μ(x) is a function of π(x).

Targeted selection and RIC in the linear model

To help understand how targeted selection leads to RIC, it is helpful to again consider
the linear model. There, one can describe RIC in terms of three components: the co-
efficients defining the propensity function E(Z | x) = γx, the coefficients defining the
prognostic function, E(Y | Z = 0, x = x), and the strength of the selection as measured
by Var(Z | x) = Var(ν). Specifically, note the identity

E(Y | x, Z) = (τ + b)Z + (β − bγ)tx− b(Z − γtx) = τ̂Z + β̂tx− ǫ̂, (4.4)

which is true for any value of the scalar parameter b, the bias of τ̂ . Intuitively, if
neighborhoods of β̂ = (β − bγ) have higher prior probability than β and Var(ǫ̂) =
b2Var(ν) is small on average relative to σ2, then the posterior distribution for τ is apt
to be biased toward τ̂ = τ + b.

The bias will be large precisely when confounding is strong and the selection is
targeted: For non-negligible bias the term b2Var(ν) is smallest when Var(ν) is small,
that is, when selection (hence, confounding) is strong. For priors on β that are centered
at zero —which is overwhelmingly the default — the (β − bγ) term can be made most
favorable with respect to the prior when the vector β and γ have the same direction,
which corresponds to perfectly targeted selection.

Targeted selection and RIC in nonlinear models

To investigate RIC in more complex regression settings, we start with a simple 2-d
example characterized by targeted selection:
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Figure 3: Left panel: The propensity function, π, shown for various values of x̃. The
“shelf” at the line x1 = x2 is a complex shape for many regression methods to represent.
Right panel: the analogous plot for the prognostic function μ. Note the similar shapes
due to targeted selection; the π function falls between 0 to 1, while the μ function ranges
from −3 to 3.

Example 1: d = 2, n = 250, homogeneous effects

Consider the following data generating process:

Yi = μ(x1, x2)− τZi + ǫi,

E(Yi | xi1, xi2, Zi = 1) = μ(x1, x2),

E(Zi | xi1, xi2) = π(μ(xi1, xi2), xi1, xi2)

= 0.8Φ

(
μ(xi1, xi2)

0.1(2− xi1 − xi2) + 0.25

)
+ 0.025(xi1 + xi2) + 0.05,

ǫi
iid∼ N(0, 1), xi1, xi2

iid∼ Uniform(0, 1).

(4.5)

Suppose that in (4.5) Y is a continuous biometric measure of heart distress, Z is an
indicator for having received a heart medication, and x1 and x2 are systolic and diastolic
blood pressure (in standardized units), respectively. Suppose that it is known that the
difference between these two measurements is prognostic of high distress levels, with
positive levels of x1−x2 being a critical threshold. At the same time, suppose that pre-
scribers are targeting the drug towards patients with high levels of diagnostic markers,
so the probability of receiving the drug is an increasing function in μ. Figure 3 shows π
as a function of x1 and x2; Figure 2 shows the relationship between μ and π for various
values of x̃ = x1 + x2.

We simulated 200 datasets of size n = 250 according to this data generating process
with τ = −1. With only a few covariates, low noise, and a relatively large sample size,
we might expect most methods to perform well here. Table 1 shows that standard,
unmodified BART exhibits high bias and root mean squared error (RMSE) as well as
poor coverage of 95% credible intervals. Our proposed fix (detailed below) improves
on both estimation error and coverage, primarily by including an estimate of π as a
covariate.
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Prior bias coverage rmse
BART 0.27 65% 0.31
BCF 0.14 95% 0.21

Table 1: The standard BART prior exhibits substantial bias in estimating the treat-
ment effect, poor coverage of 95% posterior (quantile-based) credible intervals, and
high root mean squared error (rmse). A modified BART prior (denoted BCF) allows
splits in an estimated propensity score; it performs markedly better on all three met-
rics.

Figure 4: This scatterplot depicts μ(x) = E(Y | Z = 0, x) and π(x) = E(Z | x) for
a realization from the data generating process from the above example. It shows clear
evidence of targeted selection. Such plots, based on estimates (μ̂, π̂) can provide evidence
of (strong) targeted selection in empirical data.

What explains BART’s relatively poor performance on this data generating process
(DGP)? First, strong confounding and targeted selection implies that μ is approximately
a monotone function of π alone (Figure 4). However, π (and hence μ) is difficult to learn
via regression trees — it takes many axis-aligned splits to approximate the “shelf”
across the diagonal (see Figure 5), and the BART prior specifically penalizes this kind
of complexity. At the same time, due to the strong confounding in this example a
single split in Z can stand in for many splits on x1 and x2 that would be required to
approximate μ(x). These simpler structures are favored by the BART prior, leading to
RIC.

Before discussing how we reduce RIC, we note that this example is somewhat stylized
in that we designed it specifically to be difficult to learn for tree-based models. Other
models might suffer less from RIC on this particular example. However, any informa-
tive, sparse, or nonparametric prior distribution – any method that imposes meaningful
regularization – is susceptible to similar effects, as they prioritize some data-generating
processes at the expense of others. Absent prior knowledge of the form of the treat-
ment assignment and outcome models, it is impossible to know a prior whether RIC
will be an issue. Fortunately it is straightforward to minimize the risk of bias due to
RIC.
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Figure 5: Many axis-aligned splits are required to approximate a step function (or near-
step function) along the diagonal in the outcome model, as in Figure 3 (right panel).
Since these two regions correspond also to disparate rates of treatment, tree-based
regularized regression is apt to overstate the treatment effect.

4.3 Mitigating RIC with covariate-dependent priors

Finally, we arrive at the role of the propensity score in a regularized regression context.
The potential for RIC is strongest when μ(x) is exactly or approximately a function of
π(x) and when the composition of the two has relatively low prior support. This can
lead the model to misattribute the variability of μ, in the direction of π, to Z. A natural
solution to this problem would be to include π(x) as a covariate, so that it is penalized
equitably with changes in the treatment variable Z. That is, when evaluating candidate
functions for our estimate of E(Y | x, z) we want representations involving π(x) to be
regularized/penalized the same as representations involving z. Of course π is unknown
and must be estimated, but this is a straightforward regression problem. Note also that
so-called “unlabeled” data can be brought to bear here, meaning π can be estimated
from samples of (Z,X) for which the Y value is unobserved, provided the sample is
believed to arise from the relevant population.

Mitigating RIC in the linear model

Given an estimate of the propensity function ẑi ≈ γtxi, we consider the over-complete
regression that includes as regressors both z and ẑ. Our design matrix becomes

X̃ =
(
z ẑ X

)
.

This covariate matrix is degenerate because ẑ is in the column span of X by construc-
tion. In a regularized regression problem this degeneracy is no obstacle. Applying the
expression for the bias from above, with a flat prior over the coefficient associated with
ẑ, yields

bias(τ̂rr) = −
{
(z̃tz̃)−1z̃tX

}
1
(I+Xt(X− X̂z))

−1β = 0,
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where z̃ = (z ẑ) and
{
(z̃tz̃)−1z̃tX

}
1
denotes the top row of

{
(z̃tz̃)−1z̃tX

}
, which

corresponds to the regression coefficient associated with z in the two variable regression
predicting Xj given z̃. Because ẑ captures the observed association between z and x, z
is conditionally independent of x given ẑ, from which we conclude that these regression
coefficients will be zero. See Yang et al. (2015) for a similar de-biasing strategy in a
partially linear semiparametric context.

Mitigating RIC in nonlinear models

The same strategy also proves effective in the nonlinear setting — simply by includ-
ing an estimate of the propensity score as a covariate in the BART model, the RIC
effect is dramatically mitigated, as can be seen in the second row of Table 1. From
a Bayesian perspective, this is simply a judicious variable transformation since our
regression model is specified conditional on both Z and x — we are not obliged to
consider uncertainty in our estimate of π to obtain valid posterior inference. We obtain
another example of a covariate dependent prior, similar to Zellner’s g-prior (albeit mo-
tivated by very different considerations). See Section 8 for additional discussion of this
point. Finally, we believe that including an estimated propensity score will be cheap
insurance against RIC when estimating treatment effects using outcome models under
other nonparametric priors and using more general nonparametric/machine learning
approaches.

To summarize, although it has long been known that the propensity score is a suffi-
cient dimension reduction for estimation of the ATE – and that combining estimates of
the response surface and propensity score can improve estimation of average treatment
effects (Bang and Robins, 2005), we find that incorporating an estimate of the propen-
sity score into estimation of the response surface can improve estimation of average
treatment effects in finite samples. As we will demonstrate in Section 6, these benefits
also accrue when estimating (heterogeneous) conditional average treatment effects. Esti-
mating heterogenous effects also calls for careful consideration of regularization applied
to the treatment effect function, which we consider in the next section.

5 Regularization for heterogeneous treatment effects:
Bayesian causal forests

In much the same way that a direct BART prior on f does not allow careful handling of
confounding, it also does not allow separate control over the discovery of heterogeneous
effects because there is no explicit control over how f varies in Z. Our solution to this
problem is a simple re-parametrization that avoids the indirect specification of the prior
over the treatment effects:

f(xi, zi) = μ(xi) + τ(xi)zi. (5.1)

This model can be thought of as a linear regression in z with covariate-dependent
functions for both the slope and the intercept. Writing the model this way sacrifices
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nothing in terms of expressiveness, but permits independent priors to be placed on τ ,
which is precisely the treatment effect:

E(Yi | xi, Zi = 1)− E(Yi | xi, Zi = 0) = {μ(xi) + τ(xi)} − μ(xi) = τ(xi). (5.2)

Under this model, μ(x) = E(Y | Z = 0, X = x) is a prognostic score in the sense of
Hansen (2008), another interpretable quantity, to which we apply a prior distribution
independent of τ (as detailed below). A similar idea has been proposed previously for
non-tree based models in Imai et al. (2013).

While we will use variants of BART priors for μ and τ (see Section 5.2), this param-
eterization has many advantages in general, regardless of the specific priors. The most
obvious advantage is that the treatment effect is an explicit parameter of the model,
τ(x), and as a result we can specify an appropriate prior on it directly. This parameter-
ization is especially useful when only a subset of the variables in x, say w, are plausible
or interesting treatment effect modifiers, since we can directly specify the model as

f(xi, zi) = μ(xi) + τ(wi)zi.

This dimension reduction is useful for the usual statistical reasons and also for ren-
dering estimates of heterogeneous treatment effects more interpretable. This has been
important in applications of the methods outlined in this paper (Yeager et al., 2019).

Finally, based on the observations of the previous section, we further propose spec-
ifying the model as

f(xi, zi) = μ(xi, π̂i) + τ(xi)zi, (5.3)

where π̂i is an estimate of the propensity score. Before turning to the details of our model
specification, we first contrast this parameterization with two common alternatives.

5.1 Parameterizing regression models of heterogeneous effects

There are two common modeling strategies for estimating heterogeneous effects. The
first we discussed above: treat z as “just another covariate” and specify a prior on
f(xi, zi), e.g. as in Hill (2011). The second is to fit entirely separate models to the
treatment and control data: (Y | Z = z, x) ∼ N(fz(xi), σ

2
z) with independent priors

over the parameters in the z = 0 and z = 1 models. In this section we argue that neither
approach is satisfactory and propose the model in (5.3) as a reasonable interpolation
between the two. (See Künzel et al. (2019) for a related discussion comparing these two
approaches in a non-model-based setting.)

It is instructive to consider (5.1) as a nonlinear regression analogue of the com-
mon strategy of parametrizing contrasts (differences) and aggregates (sums) rather
than group-specific location parameters. Specifically, consider a two-group difference-
in-means problem:

Yi1
iid∼ N(μ1, σ

2),

Yj2
iid∼ N(μ2, σ

2).
(5.4)

Although the above parameterization is intuitive, if the estimand of interest is μ1 − μ2,
the implied prior over this quantity has variance strictly greater than the variances over
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μ1 or μ2 individually. This is plainly nonsensical if the analyst has no subject matter
knowledge regarding the individual levels of the groups, but has strong prior knowledge
that μ1 ≈ μ2. This is common in a causal inference setting: If the data come from a
randomized experiment where Y1 constitutes a control sample and Y2 a treated sample,
then subject matter considerations will typically limit the plausible range of treatment
effects μ1 − μ2.

The appropriate way to incorporate that kind of knowledge is simply to reparame-
trize:

Yi1
iid∼ N(μ+ τ, σ2),

Yj2
iid∼ N(μ, σ2),

(5.5)

whereupon the estimand of interest becomes τ , which can be given an informative prior
centered at zero with an appropriate variance. Meanwhile, μ can be given a very vague
(perhaps even improper) prior.

While the nonlinear regression context is more complex, the considerations are the
same: our goal is simultaneously to let μ(x) be flexibly learned (to adequately decon-
found and obtain more precise inference), while appropriately regularizing τ(x), which
we expect, a priori, to be relatively small in magnitude and “simple” (minimal hetero-
geneity). Neither of the two more common parametrizations permit this: Independent
estimation of f0(x) and f1(x) implies a highly vague prior on τ(x) = f1(x) − f0(x);
i.e. a Gaussian process prior on each would imply a twice-as-variable Gaussian pro-
cess prior on the difference, as in the simple example above. Estimation based on
the single response surface f(x, z) often does not allow direct point-wise control of
τ(x) = f(x, 1)− f(x, 0) at all. In particular, with a BART prior on f the induced prior
on τ depends on incidental features such as the size and distribution of the covariate
vector x.

5.2 Prior specification

With the model parameterized as in (5.3), we can specify different BART priors on
μ and τ . For μ we use the default suggestions in (Chipman et al., 2010) (200 trees,
β = 2, η = 0.95), except that we place a half-Cauchy prior over the scale of the leaf
parameters with prior median equal to twice the marginal standard deviation of Y
(Gelman et al., 2006; Polson et al., 2012). We find that inference over τ is typically
insensitive to reasonable deviations from these settings, so long as the prior is not so
strong that deconfounding does not take place.

For τ , we prefer stronger regularization. First, we use fewer trees (50 versus 200),
as we generally believe that patterns of treatment effect heterogeneity are relatively
simple. Second, we set the depth penalty β = 3 and splitting probability η = 0.25
(instead of β = 2 and η = 0.95) to shrink more strongly toward homogenous effects;
the extreme case where none of the trees split at all corresponds to purely homogenous
effects. Finally, we replace the half-Cauchy prior over the scale of τ with a half Normal
prior, pegging the prior median to the marginal standard deviation of Y . In the absence
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of prior information about the plausible range of treatment effects we expect this to be
a reasonable upper bound.

5.3 Data-adaptive coding of treatment assignment

A less-desirable feature of the model in (5.3) is that different inferences on τ(x) can
obtain if we code the treatment indicator as zero for treated cases and one for controls,
or as ±1/2 for treated/control units, or any of the other myriad specifications for Zi that
still result in τ(x) being the treatment effect. When there is a clear reference treatment
level one might think of this as a feature, not a bug, but this is often not the case (such
as when comparing two active treatments). Because μ and τ alias one another, as under
targeted selection, the choice of treatment coding can meaningfully impact posterior
inferences, especially when the treated and control response variables have dramatically
different marginal variances.

Fortunately, an invariant parameterization is possible, which treats the coding of Z
as a parameter to be estimated:

yi = μ(xi) + τ̃(xi)bzi + ǫi, ǫi ∼ N(0, σ2),

b0 ∼ N(0, 1/2), b1 ∼ N(0, 1/2).
(5.6)

The treatment effect function in this parameter expanded model is

τ(xi) = (b1 − b0)τ̃(xi).

Noting that b1 − b0 ∼ N(0, 1) we still obtain a half Normal prior distribution for the
scale of the leaf parameters in τ as in the previous subsection, and we can adjust the
scale of the half normal prior (e.g. to fix the scale at one marginal standard deviation
of Y as above) using a fixed scale in the leaf prior for τ̃ . Posterior inference in this
model requires only minor adjustments to Chipman et al. (2010)’s Bayesian backfitting
MCMC algorithm. Specifically, note that conditional on τ , μ and σ, updates for b0 and
b1 follow from standard linear regression updates, with a two-column design matrix with
columns (τ(xi)zi, τ(xi)(1− zi)), no intercept, and “residual” yi−μ(xi) as the response
variable.

Our experiments below all use this parameterization, and it is the default imple-
mentation in our software package.

6 Empirical evaluations

In this section, we provide a more extensive look at how BCF compares to various al-
ternatives. In Section 6.1 we compare BCF, generalized random forests (Athey et al.,
2019), and a linear model with all three-way interactions as plausible methods for esti-
mating heterogeneous treatment effects with measures of uncertainty. We also consider
three specifications of BART: the standard response surface BART that considers the
treatment variable as “just another covariate”, one where separate BART models are
fit to the treatment and control arms of the data, and one where an estimate of the
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propensity score is included as a predictor (ps-BART). In Section 6.2 we report on the
results of two separate data analysis challenges, where the entire community was in-
vited to submit methods for evaluation on larger synthetic datasets with heterogeneous
treatment effects. In both simulation settings we find that BCF performs well under a
wide range of scenarios.

In all cases the estimands of interest are either conditional average treatment ef-
fects for individual i accounting for all the variables, estimated by the posterior mean
treatment effect τ̂(xi), or sample subgroup average treatment effects estimated by∑

i∈S τ̂(xi), where S is the subgroup of interest. Credible intervals are computed from
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) output using quantiles.

6.1 Simulation studies

We evaluated three variants of BART, the causal random forest model of Athey et al.
(2019) (using the default specification in the grf package), and a regularized linear
model (LM), using the horseshoe prior (HR) of Carvalho et al. (2010), with up to three
way interactions. We consider eight distinct, but closely related, data generating pro-
cesses, corresponding to the various combinations of toggling three two-level settings:
homogeneous versus heterogeneous treatment effects, a linear versus nonlinear condi-
tional expectation function, and two different sample sizes (n = 250 and n = 500). Five
variables comprise x; the first three are continuous, drawn as standard normal random
variables, the fourth is a dichotomous variable and the fifth is unordered categorical,
taking three levels (denoted 1, 2, 3). The treatment effect is either

τ(x) =

{
3, homogeneous,
1 + 2x2x5, heterogeneous,

the prognostic function is either

μ(x) =

{
1 + g(x4) + x1x3, linear,
−6 + g(x4) + 6|x3 − 1|, nonlinear,

where g(1) = 2, g(2) = −1 and g(3) = −4, and the propensity function is

π(xi) = 0.8Φ(3μ(xi)/s− 0.5x1) + 0.05 + ui/10,

where s is the standard deviation of μ taken over the observed sample and ui ∼
Uniform(0, 1).

To evaluate each method we consider three criteria, applied to two different esti-
mands. First, we consider how each method does at estimating the (sample) average
treatment effect (ATE) according to root mean square error, coverage, and average in-
terval length. Then, we consider the same criteria, except applied to estimates of the
conditional average treatment effect (CATE), averaged over the sample. Results are
based on 200 independent replications for each DGP. Results are reported in Tables 2
(for the linear DGP) and 3 (for the nonlinear DGP). The important trends are as follows:

• BCF and ps-BART benefit dramatically by explicitly protecting against RIC;
• BART-(f0, f1) and causal random forests both exhibit subpar performance;
• all methods improve with a larger sample;
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Homogeneous effect Heterogeneous effects

n Method ATE CATE ATE CATE

rmse cover len rmse cover len rmse cover len rmse cover len

250

BCF 0.21 0.92 0.91 0.48 0.96 2.0 0.27 0.84 0.99 1.09 0.91 3.3
ps-BART 0.22 0.94 0.97 0.44 0.99 2.3 0.31 0.90 1.13 1.30 0.89 3.5
BART 0.34 0.73 0.94 0.54 0.95 2.3 0.45 0.65 1.10 1.36 0.87 3.4
BART (f0, f1) 0.56 0.41 0.99 0.92 0.93 3.4 0.61 0.44 1.14 1.47 0.90 4.5
Causal RF 0.34 0.73 0.98 0.47 0.84 1.3 0.49 0.68 1.25 1.58 0.68 2.4
LM + HS 0.14 0.96 0.83 0.26 0.99 1.7 0.17 0.94 0.89 0.33 0.99 1.9

500

BCF 0.16 0.88 0.60 0.38 0.95 1.4 0.16 0.90 0.64 0.79 0.89 2.4
ps-BART 0.18 0.86 0.63 0.35 0.99 1.8 0.16 0.90 0.69 0.86 0.95 2.8
BART 0.27 0.61 0.61 0.42 0.95 1.8 0.25 0.76 0.67 0.88 0.94 2.8
BART (f0, f1) 0.47 0.21 0.66 0.80 0.93 3.1 0.42 0.42 0.75 1.16 0.92 3.9
Causal RF 0.36 0.47 0.69 0.52 0.75 1.2 0.40 0.59 0.88 1.30 0.71 2.1
LM + HS 0.11 0.96 0.54 0.18 0.99 1.0 0.12 0.93 0.59 0.22 0.98 1.2

Table 2: Simulation study results when the true DGP is a linear model with third order
interactions. Root mean square estimation error (rmse), coverage (cover) and average
interval length (len) are reported for both the average treatment effect (ATE) estimates
and the conditional average treatment effect estimates (CATE).

Homogeneous effect Heterogeneous effects

n Method ATE CATE ATE CATE

rmse cover len rmse cover len rmse cover len rmse cover len

250

BCF 0.26 0.945 1.3 0.63 0.94 2.5 0.30 0.930 1.4 1.3 0.93 4.5
ps-BART 0.54 0.780 1.6 1.00 0.96 4.3 0.56 0.805 1.7 1.7 0.91 5.4
BART 0.84 0.425 1.5 1.20 0.90 4.1 0.84 0.430 1.6 1.8 0.87 5.2
BART (f0, f1) 1.48 0.035 1.5 2.42 0.80 6.4 1.44 0.085 1.6 2.6 0.83 7.1
Causal RF 0.81 0.425 1.5 0.84 0.70 2.0 1.10 0.305 1.8 1.8 0.66 3.4
LM + HS 1.77 0.015 1.8 2.13 0.54 4.4 1.65 0.085 1.9 2.2 0.62 4.8

500

BCF 0.20 0.945 0.97 0.47 0.94 1.9 0.23 0.910 0.97 1.0 0.92 3.4
ps-BART 0.24 0.910 1.07 0.62 0.99 3.3 0.26 0.890 1.06 1.1 0.95 4.1
BART 0.31 0.790 1.00 0.63 0.98 3.0 0.33 0.760 1.00 1.1 0.94 3.9
BART (f0, f1) 1.11 0.035 1.18 2.11 0.81 5.8 1.09 0.065 1.17 2.3 0.82 6.2
Causal RF 0.39 0.650 1.00 0.54 0.87 1.7 0.59 0.515 1.18 1.5 0.73 2.8
LM + HS 1.76 0.005 1.34 2.19 0.40 3.5 1.71 0.000 1.34 2.2 0.45 3.7

Table 3: Simulation study results when the true DGP is nonlinear. Root mean square
estimation error (rmse), coverage (cover) and average interval length (len) are reported
for both the average treatment effect (ATE) estimates and the conditional average
treatment effect estimates (CATE).
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• BCF priors are extra helpful at smaller sample sizes, when estimation is difficult;
• the linear model dominates when correct, but fares extremely poorly when wrong;
• BCF’s improvements over ps-BART are more pronounced in the nonlinear DGP;
• BCF’s average interval length is notably smaller than the ps-BART interval, usu-
ally (but not always) with comparable coverage.

6.2 Atlantic causal inference conference data analysis challenges

The Atlantic Causal Inference Conference (ACIC) has featured a data analysis chal-
lenge since 2016. Participants are given a large number of synthetic datasets and in-
vited to submit their estimates of treatment effects along with confidence or credible
intervals where available. Specifically, participants were asked to produce estimates and
uncertainty intervals for the sample average treatment effect on the treated, as well as
conditional average treatment effects for each unit. Methods were evaluated based on a
range of criteria including estimation error and coverage of uncertainty intervals. The
datasets and ground truths are publicly available, so while BCF was not entered into
either the 2016 or 2017 competitions we can benchmark its performance against a suite
of methods that we did not choose, design, or implement.

ACIC 2016 competition

The 2016 contest design, submitted methods, and results are summarized in Dorie et al.
(2019). Based on an early draft of our manuscript Dorie et al. (2019) also evaluated a
version of BART that included an estimate of the propensity score, which was one
of the top methods on bias and RMSE for estimating the sample average treatment
effect among the treated (SATT). BART with the propensity score outperformed BART
without the propensity score on bias, RMSE, and coverage for the SATT, and was a
leading method overall.

Therefore, rather than include results for all 30 methods here we simply include
BART and ps-BART as leading contenders for estimating heterogeneous treatment ef-
fects in this setting. Using the publicly-available competition datasets (Dorie and Hill,
2017) we implemented two additional methods: BCF and causal random forests as imple-
mented in the R package grf (Athey et al., 2019), using 4,000 trees to obtain confidence
intervals for conditional average treatment effects and a doubly robust estimator for the
SATT (as suggested in the package documentation).

Table 4 collects the results of our methods (ps-BART and BCF) as well as BART
and causal random forests. Causal random forests performed notably worse than BART-
based methods on every metric. BCF performed best in terms of estimation error for
CATE and SATT, as measured by bias and absolute bias. While the differences in the
various metrics are relatively small compared to their standard deviation across the
7,700 simulated datasets, nearly all the pairwise differences between BCF and the other
methods are statistically significant as measured by a permutation test (Table 5). The
sole exception is the test for a difference in bias between ps-BART and BCF, suggesting
the presence of RIC in at least some of the simulated datasets. This is especially notable
since the datasets were not intentionally simulated to include targeted selection.
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Dorie et al. (2019) note that all submitted methods were “somewhat disappointing”
in inference for the SATT (i.e., few methods had coverage near the nominal rate with
reasonably sized intervals). However, ps-BART did relatively well, 88% coverage of a
95% credible interval and one of the smallest interval lengths. ps-BART had slightly bet-
ter coverage than BCF (88% versus 82%), with an average interval length that was 45%
larger than BCF. Vanilla BART and BCF had similar coverage rates, but BART’s inter-
val length was about 55% larger than BCF. Dorie et al. (2019) found that TMLE-based
adjustments could improve the coverage of BART-based estimates of the SATT; we ex-
pect that similar benefits would accrue using BCF with a TMLE adjustment, but obtain-
ing valid confidence intervals for SATT is not our focus so we did not pursue this further.

Coverage Int. Len. Bias (SD) |Bias| (SD) PEHE (SD)
BCF 0.82 0.026 −0.0009 (0.01) 0.008 0.010 0.33 0.18

ps-BART 0.88 0.038 −0.0011 (0.01) 0.010 0.011 0.34 0.16
BART 0.81 0.040 −0.0016 (0.02) 0.012 0.013 0.36 0.19

Causal RF 0.58 0.055 −0.0155 (0.04) 0.029 0.027 0.45 0.21

Table 4: Abbreviated ACIC 2016 contest results. Coverage and average interval length
are reported for nominal 95% uncertainty intervals. Bias and |Bias| are average bias
and average absolute bias, respectively, over the. PEHE denotes the average “precision
in estimating heterogeneous effects”: the average root mean squared error of CATE
estimates for each unit in a dataset (Hill, 2011).

Diff Bias p Diff |Bias| p Diff PEHE p
ps-BART −0.00020 0.146 0.0011 < 1e−4 0.010 < 1e−4

BART −0.00070 < 1e−4 0.0031 < 1e−4 0.037 < 1e−4

Causal RF −0.01453 < 1e−4 0.0204 < 1e−4 0.125 < 1e−4

Table 5: Tests and estimates for differences between BCF and other methods in the
ACIC 2016 competition. The p-values are from bootstrapp permutation tests with
100,000 replicates.

ACIC 2017 competition

The ACIC 2017 competition was designed to have average treatment effects that were
smaller, with heterogenous treatment effects that were less variable, relative to the 2016
datasets. Arguably, the 2016 competition included many datasets with unrealistically
large average treatment effects and similarly unrealistic degrees of heterogeneity.2 Addi-
tionally, the 2017 competition explicitly incorporated targeted selection (unlike the 2016
datasets). The ACIC 2017 competition design and results are summarized completely
in Hahn et al. (2018); here we report selected results for the datasets with independent
additive errors.

2Across the 2016 competition datasets, the interquartile range of the SATT was 0.57 to 0.79 in
standard deviations of Y , with a median value of 0.68. The standard deviation of the conditional
average treatment effects for the sample units had an interquartile range of 0.24 to 0.93, again in units
of standard deviations of Y . A significant fraction of the variability in Y was explained by heterogeneous
treatment effects in a large number of the simulated datasets.
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Figure 6: Each data point represents one method. ps-BART (psB, in orange) was sub-
mitted by a group independent of the authors based on a draft of this manuscript. TL
(purple) is a TMLE-based submission that performed will for estimating SATT, but did
not furnish estimates of conditional average treatment effects. BCF (green) and causal
random forests (CRF, blue) were not part of the original contest. For descriptions of
the other methods refer to Hahn et al. (2018).

Figure 6 contains the results of the 2017 competition. The patterns here are largely
similar to the 2016 competition, despite some stark differences in the generation of
synthetic datasets. ps-BART and BCF have the lowest estimation error for CATE and
SATE. The closest competitor on estimation error was a TMLE-based approach. We
also see that ps-BART edges BCF slightly in terms of coverage once again, although
BCF has much shorter intervals. Causal random forests does not perform well, with
coverage for SATT and CATE far below the nominal rate.

7 The effect of smoking on medical expenditures

7.1 Background and data

As an empirical demonstration of the Bayesian causal forest model, we consider the
question of how smoking affects medical expenditures. This question is of interest as it
relates to lawsuits against the tobacco industry. The lack of experimental data speaking
to this question motivates the reliance on observational data. This question has been
studied in several previous papers; see Zeger et al. (2000) and references therein. Here,
we follow Imai and Van Dyk (2004) in analyzing data extracted from the 1987 National
Medical Expenditure Survey (NMES) by Johnson et al. (2003). The NMES records many
subject-level covariates and boasts third-party-verified medical expenses. Specifically,
our regression includes the following ten patient attributes:

• age: age in years at the time of the survey
• smoke age: age in years when the individual started smoking
• gender: male or female
• race: other, black or white
• marriage status: married, widowed, divorced, separated, never married
• education level: college graduate, some college, high school graduate, other
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• census region: geographic location, Northeast, Midwest, South, West
• poverty status: poor, near poor, low income, middle income, high income
• seat belt: does patient regularly use a seat belt when in a car
• years quit: how many years since the individual quit smoking.

The response variable is the natural logarithm of annual medical expenditures, which
makes the normality of the errors more plausible. Under this transformation, the treat-
ment effect corresponds to a multiplicative effect on medical expenditure. Following Imai
and Van Dyk (2004), we restrict our analysis to smokers who had non-zero medical ex-
penditure. Our treatment variable is an indicator of heavy lifetime smoking, which we
define to be greater than 17 pack-years, the equivalent of 17 years of pack-a-day smoking.
See again Imai and Van Dyk (2004) for more discussion of this variable. We scrutinize
the overlap assumption and exclude individuals younger than 28 on the grounds that
it is improbable for someone that young to have achieved this level of exposure. After
making these restrictions, our sample consists of n = 6, 798 individuals.

7.2 Results

Here, we highlight the differences that arise when analyzing this data using standard
BART versus using BCF. First, the estimated expected responses from the two models
have correlation of 0.98, so that the two models concur on the nonlinear prediction
problem. This suggests that, as was intended, BCF will inherit BART’s outstanding
predictive capabilities. By contrast, the estimated individual treatment effects are only
correlated 0.70. The most notable differences between these CATE estimates is that the
BCF estimates exhibit a strong trend in the age variable, as shown in Figure 9; the BCF
estimates suggest that smoking has a pronounced impact on the health expenditures of
younger people.

Despite a wider range of values in the CATE estimates (due largely to the inferred
trend in the age variable), the ATE estimate of BCF is notably lower than that of BART,
the posterior 95% credible intervals being translated by 0.05, (0.00, 0.20) for BCF vs
(0.05, 0.25) for BART. The higher estimate of BART is possibly a result of RIC. Figure
7 shows a LOWESS trend between the estimated propensity and prognostic scores (from
BCF); the monotone trend is suggestive of targeted selection (high medical expenses
are predictive of heavy smoking) and hints at the possibility of RIC-type inflation of
the BART ATE estimate (compare to Figures 2 and 4).

Although the vast majority of individual treatment effect estimates are statistically
uncertain, as reflected in posterior 95% credible intervals that contain zero (Figure 8),
the evidence for subgroup heterogeneity is relatively strong, as uncovered by the fol-
lowing posterior exploration strategy. First, we grow a parsimonious regression tree to
the point estimates of the individual treatment effects (using the rpart package in R);
see the left panel of Figure 10. Then, based on the candidate subgroups revealed by the
regression summary tree, we plot a posterior histogram of the difference between any
two covariate-defined subgroups. The right panel of Figure 10 shows the posterior dis-
tribution of the difference between men younger than 46 and women over 66; virtually
all of the posterior mass is above zero, suggesting that the treatment effect of heavy
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Figure 7: Each gray dot depicts the estimated propensity and prognostic scores for
an individual. The solid bold line depicts a locally estimated scatterplot smoothed
(LOWESS) trend fit to these points; the monotonicity is suggestive of targeted selection.
Compare to Figures 2 and 4.

Figure 8: Point estimates of individual treatment effects are shown in black. The smooth
line depicts the estimates from BCF, which are ordered from smallest to largest. The un-
ordered points represent the corresponding individual treatment effect (ITE) estimates
from BART. Note that the BART estimates seem to be higher, on average, than the
BCF estimates. The upper and lower gray dots correspond to the posterior 95% credible
interval end points associated with the BCF estimates; most ITE intervals contain zero,
especially those with smaller (even negative) point estimates.

smoking is discernibly different for these two groups, with young men having a substan-
tially higher estimated subgroup ATE. This approach, although somewhat informal, is a
method of exploring the posterior distribution and, as such, any resulting summaries are
still valid Bayesian inferences. Moreover, such Bayesian “fit-the-fit” posterior summa-
rization strategies can be formalized from a decision theoretic perspective (Sivaganesan
et al., 2017; Hahn and Carvalho, 2015); we do not explore this possibility further here.

From the above we conclude that how a model treats the age variable would seem to
have an outsized impact on the way that predictive patterns are decomposed into treat-
ment effect estimates based on this data, as age plausibly has prognostic, propensity
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Figure 9: Each point depicts the estimated treatment effect for an individual. The BCF
model (left panel) detects pronounced heterogeneity moderated by the age variable,
whereas BART (right panel) does not.

Figure 10: Left panel: a summarizing regression tree fit to posterior point estimates of
individual treatment effects. The top number in each box is the average subgroup treat-
ment effect in that partition of the population, the lower number shows the percentage
of the total sample constituting that subgroup. Age and gender are flagged as important
moderating variables. Right panel: based on the tree in the left panel, we consider the
difference in treatment effects between men younger than 46 and women older than 66;
a posterior histogram of this difference shows that nearly all of the posterior mass is
above zero, indicating that these two subgroups are discernibly different, with young
men having substantially higher subgroup average treatment effect.

and moderating roles simultaneously. Although it is difficult to trace the exact mech-

anism by which it happens, the BART model clearly de-emphasizes the moderating

role, whereas the BCF model is designed specifically to capture such trends. Possible

explanations for the age heterogeneity could be a mixed additive-multiplicative effect

combined with higher baseline expenditures for older individuals or possibly survivor

bias (as also mentioned in Imai and Van Dyk (2004)), but further speculation is beyond

the scope of this analysis.
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8 Discussion

We conclude by drawing out themes relating the Bayesian causal forest model to earlier
work and by explicitly addressing common questions we have received while presenting
the work in conferences and seminars.

8.1 Zellner priors for non- and semiparametric Bayesian causal
inference

In Section 4 we showed that the current gold standard in nonparametric Bayesian
regression models for causal inference (BART) is susceptible to regression induced con-
founding as described by Hahn et al. (2016). The solution we propose is to include
an estimate of the propensity score as a covariate in the outcome model. This induces
a prior distribution that treats Zi and π̂i equitably, discouraging the outcome model
from erroneously attributing the effect of confounders to the treatment variable. Here
we justify and collect arguments in favor of this approach. We discuss an argument
against, namely that it does not incorporate uncertainty in the propensity score, in a
later subsection.

Conditioning on an estimate of the propensity score is readily justified: Because
our regression model is conditional on Z and X, it is perfectly legitimate to condition
our prior on them as well. This approach is widely used in linear regression, the most
common example being Zellner’s g-prior (Zellner, 1986) which parametrizes the prior
covariance of a vector of regression coefficients in terms of a plug-in estimate of the
predictor variables’ covariance matrix. Nodding to this heritage, we propose to call
general predictor-dependent priors “Zellner priors”.

In the Bayesian causal forest model, we specify a prior over f by applying an in-
dependent BART prior that includes π̂(xi) as one of its splitting dimensions. That is,
because π̂(xi) is a fixed function of xi, f is still a function f : (X ,Z) �→ R; the inclusion
of π̂(xi) among the splitting dimensions does not materially change the support of the
prior, but it does alter which functions are deemed more likely. Therefore, although
writing f(xi, zi, π̂(xi)) is suggestive of how the prior is implemented in practice, we
prefer notation such as

Yi = f(xi, zi) + ǫi, ǫi
iid∼ N(0, σ2),

f ∼ BART(X, Z, π̂),
(8.1)

where π̂ is itself a function of (X, Z). Viewing BART as a prior in this way highlights the
fact that various transformations of the data could be computed beforehand, prior to
fitting the data with the default BART priors; the choice of transformations will control
the nature of the regularization that is imposed. In conventional predictive modeling
there is often no particular knowledge of which transformations of the covariates might
be helpful. However, in the treatment effect context the propensity score is a natural
and, in fact, critical choice.

Finally, some have argued that a committed subjective Bayesian is specifically en-
joined from encoding prior dependence on the propensity score in the outcome model
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based on philosophical considerations (Robins and Ritov, 1997). We disagree; to the
extent that phenomena like targeted selection are plausible, variation in treatment as-
signment is informative about variation in outcomes under control, and it would be
inadvisable for a Bayesian – committed subjective or otherwise – to ignore it.

8.2 Why not use only the propensity score? vs. Why use the
propensity score at all?

It has long been recognized that regression on the propensity score is a useful dimen-
sion reduction tactic (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983). For the purpose of estimating
average treatment effects, a regression model on the one-dimensional propensity score
is sufficient for the task, allowing one to side-step estimating high dimensional nuisance
parameters. In our notation, if π is assumed known, then one need only infer f(π). That
said, there are several reasons one should include the control vector xi in its entirety
(in addition to the propensity score).

The first reason is pragmatic: If one wants to identify heterogeneous effects, one needs
to include any potential effect moderating variables anyway, precluding any dimension
reduction at the outset.

Second, if we are to take a conditionally-iid Bayesian regression approach to inference
and we do not in fact believe the response to depend onX strictly through the propensity
score, we simply must include the covariates themselves and model the conditional
distribution p(Y | Z,X) (otherwise the error distribution is highly dependent, integrated
across X). The justification for making inference about average treatment effects using
regression or stratification on the propensity score alone is entirely frequentist; this
approach is not without its merits, and we do not intend to argue frequency calibration
is not desirable, but a fully Bayesian approach has its own appeal.

Third, if our propensity score model is inadequate (misspecified or otherwise poorly
estimated), including the full predictor vector allows for the possibility that the response
surface model remains correctly specified.

The converse question, Why bother with the propensity score if one is doing a high
dimensional regression anyway?, has been answered in the main body of this paper.
Incorporating the propensity score (or another balancing score) yields a prior that can
more readily adapt to complex patterns of confounding. In fact, in the context of re-
sponse surface modeling for causal effects, failing to include an estimate of the propen-
sity score (or another balancing score) can lead to additional bias in treatment effect
estimates, as shown by the simple, low-dimensional example in Section 4.

8.3 Why not joint response-treatment modeling and what about
uncertainty in the propensity score?

Using a presumptive model for Z to obtain π̂ invites the suggestion of fitting a joint
model for (Y, Z). Indeed, this is the approach taken in Hahn et al. (2016) as well as
earlier papers, including Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983), Robins et al. (1992), McCandless
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et al. (2009), Wang et al. (2012), and Zigler and Dominici (2014). While this approach
is certainly reasonable, the Zellner prior approach would seem to afford all the same
benefits while avoiding the distorted inferences that would result from a joint model if
the propensity score model is misspecified (Zigler and Dominici, 2014).

One might argue that our Zellner prior approach gives under-dispersed posterior
inference in the sense that it fails to account for the fact that π̂ is simply a point
estimate (and perhaps a bad one). However, this objection is somewhat misguided. First,
as discussed elsewhere (e.g. Hill (2011)), inference on individual or subgroup treatment
effects follows directly from the conditional distribution (Y | Z,X). To continue our
analogy with the more familiar Zellner g-prior, to model (Y | Z,X) we are no more
obligated to consider uncertainty in π̂ than we are to consider uncertainty in (X′X)−1

when using a g-prior for on the coefficients of a linear model. Second, π̂ appears in
the model along with the full predictor vector x: it is provided as a hint, not as a
certainty. This model is at least as capable of estimating a complex response surface
as the corresponding model without π̂, and the increase in variance incurred by the
addition of one additional “covariate” can be more than offset by the bias reduction in
the estimation of treatment effects.

On the other hand, we readily acknowledge that one might be interested in what
inferences would obtain if we used different π̂ estimates. One might consider fitting a
series of BCF models with different estimates of π̂, perhaps from alternative models
or other procedures. This is a natural form of sensitivity analysis in light of the fact
that the adjustments proposed in this paper only work if π̂ accurately approximates
π. However, it is worth noting that the available (z, x) data speak to this question:
a host of empirically proven prediction methods (i.e. neural networks, support vector
machines, random forests, boosting, or any ensemble method) can be used to construct
candidate π̂ and cross-validation may be used to gauge their accuracy. Only if a “tie” in
generalization error (predicting Z) is encountered must one turn to sensitivity analysis.

8.4 Connections to doubly robust estimation

Our combination of propensity score estimation and outcome modeling is superficially
reminiscent of doubly robust estimation (Bang and Robins, 2005), where propensity
score and outcome regression models are combined to yield consistent estimates of
finite dimensional treatment effects, provided at least one model is correctly specified.
We do not claim our approach is doubly robust, however, and in all of our examples
above we use the natural Bayesian estimates of (conditional) average treatment effects
rather than doubly robust versions. Empirically these seem to have good frequency
properties. The motivation behind our approach (the parameterization and including an
estimate of the propensity score) is in fact quite different than that behind doubly robust
estimation, as we are not focused on consistency under partial misspecification, nor
obtaining parametric rates of convergence for the ATE/ATT, but rather on regularizing
in a way that avoids RIC. To our knowledge, none of the literature on doubly robust
estimators explicitly considers bias-variance trade-off ideas in this way.

Although it was not our focus here we do expect that BCF would perform well in
the context of doubly robust estimation. For example, a TMLE-based approach using
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SuperLearner with BART as a component of the ensemble was a top performer in
the 2017 ACIC contest. BCF and ps-BART generally improve on vanilla BART, and
should be useful in that context. As another example, Nie and Wager (2017) showed
that using ps-BART (motivated by an early draft of this paper) as a component of a
stacked estimator of heterogeneous treatment effects fitted using the R-learner yielded
improved performance over the individual heterogeneous treatment effect estimators.
We hope that researchers will continue to see the promise of BCF and related methods
as components of estimators derived from frequentist considerations.

8.5 The role of theory versus simulations in methodological
comparisons

Recent theory on posterior consistency and rates of posterior concentration for Bayesian
tree models in prediction contexts (Linero and Yang, 2018; Rocková and van der Pas,
2017; Rocková and Saha, 2019) should apply to the BCF parametrization with some
adaptation. However, the existing results require significant modifications to the BART
prior that may make them unreliable guides to practical performance. Likewise, recent
results demonstrate the consistency of recursive approximations to single-tree Bayesian
regression models (He, 2019) in the setting of generalized additive models and these
results are possibly applicable to BCF type parametrizations.

Despite only nascent theory — and none speaking to frequentist coverage of Bayesian
credible intervals — BCF should be of interest to anyone seeking reliable estimates of
heterogeneous treatment effects, for two reasons. The first is that many of the exist-
ing approaches to fusing machine learning and causal inference make use of first-stage
regression estimates for which no dedicated theory is strictly necessary, for instance
Künzel et al. (2019) and Nie and Wager (2017). In this context, BCF can be regarded
as another supervised learning algorithm, alongside neural networks, support vector
machines, random, forests, etc. and would be of special interest insofar as it obtains
better first-stage estimates than these other methods.

The second, and more important reason, that BCF is an important development is
its performance in simulation studies by us and others. Unlike many simulation studies,
designed with the goal of showcasing a method’s strengths, our simulation studies were
designed prior to the model’s development, with an eye towards realism. Specifically, our
simulation protocol was created specifically to correct perceived weaknesses in previous
synthetic data sets in the causal machine learning literature: no or very weak confound-
ing, implausibly large treatment effects, and unrealistically large variation in treatment
effects (including sign variation). By contrast, our data generating processes reflect our
assumptions about real data for which heterogeneous treatment effects are commonly
sought: strong confounding, and modest treatment effects and treatment effect het-
erogeneity (relative to the magnitude of unmeasured sources of variation). It was these
considerations that led us to the concept of targeted selection (Section 4.2), for example.

By utilizing realistic, rather than convenient or favorable, data generating processes,
our simulations are a principled approach to assessing the finite sample operating char-
acteristics of various methods. Not only did this process reassure us that BCF has good
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frequentist properties in the regimes we examined, but it also alerted us to what cold
comfort asymptotic theory can be in actual finite samples, as methods with available
theory did not perform as well as the theory would suggest. Finally, we would also note
that other simulation studies carefully designed by other researchers reach similar con-
clusions (e.g. ACIC 2016, described above, and Wendling et al. (2018); McConnell and
Lindner (2019)).
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Arman Oganisian∗ and Jason A. Roy†

1 Introduction

We congratulate the authors for this important contribution to the causal inference
literature. Even beyond the specific method that was proposed, we found their treatment
and presentation of ideas stimulating and highly relevant. Overall, we think the Bayesian
causal forest (BCF) is a compelling addition to the Bayesian causal inference toolkit.

A major focus of the paper is the development of sensible priors for estimating the
conditional outcome mean, f(xi, zi). For instance, we could place a single nonparamet-
ric prior over f or estimate f(xi, Zi = 0) and f(xi, Zi = 1) separately. Instead, the
authors make a strong case for partitioning f into a prognostic score and treatment
effect component: f(xi, zi) = μ(xi) + τ(xi)zi. This allows placement of separate priors
on μ() and τ() – which both have direct causal interpretations. In practice, each of
these objects may require different degrees of regularization. As the authors suggest,
the treatment effect is likely to be simple relative to the prognostic function, and we
would therefore want to express a prior for τ() that “shrinks more strongly towards
homogeneous effects” while keeping the prior for μ() relatively non-informative.

At first glance, estimation of conditional average treatment effects (CATEs) using
f appears to be merely a prediction problem that can be tackled with any of the avail-
able array of flexible machine learning methods. After all, we are simply contrasting
predictions under varying interventions on Z. However, these prediction methods of-
ten regularize heavily to penalize overfitting and, therefore, attain better out-of-sample
predictions. This class of models includes BART – which is regularized to favor shallow
trees. This paper and the earlier paper by Hahn et al. (2018) demonstrate that direct
application of these regularized methods to causal estimation can lead to regularization-
induced confounding (RIC). Drawing attention to this phenomenon is a major contri-
bution of the paper, especially because the use of regularized models are so widespread
in causal inference.

Hahn et al. (2018) motivate this regularization from the perspective of “the set of
candidate control variables is often quite large relative to the available sample size.”
That is, even if we know that the true model is linear, a very high-dimensional x will
necessitate regularization. On the other hand, if x is low-dimensional, leaving the form
unspecified will require some regularization. In the former, we regularize to constrain the
large covariate space while in the latter we regularize to constrain the very large function
space. Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) models such as BART are highly parameterized
and require regularization in either of these settings.
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The authors also emphasize that “targeted selection” can exacerbate RIC. Suppose
Z is highly correlated with a function of the X that also happens to be highly corre-
lated with the prognostic score (mean of outcome under no treatment). Essentially, this
introduces a collinearity problem. Further, suppose μ() is a complex function. Regu-
larization may prevent our estimate of the prognostic score from adequately describ-
ing the complexity of μ(). At the same time, collinearity with Z may lead to biased
posterior inference. The authors propose including the propensity score as one of the
predictors in the μ(), which they argue should improve the performance of the mod-
els when treatment is targeted towards improving mean potential outcome under no
treatment.

In the following sections, we discuss in more depth some aspects of the work and
some different considerations. We accept that specification of the function f(xi, zi) as
a sum of a prognostic function and treatment effect function is reasonable. We then
consider other questions: Do we expect that targeted selection is common in practice?
What other selection mechanisms are likely? How might this approach fare when there
are positivity violations? Finally, what are implications for using BART as a prior rather
than other priors for functions? We hope that discussion around these topics will provide
readers with deeper insights into BCF.

2 Targeted Selection

The authors defined targeted selection as the situation where “treatment is assigned
based on a prediction of the outcome in the absence of treatment, given measured covari-
ates.” Under targeted selection the treatment selection mechanism (i.e. the propensity
score) is a function of the prognostic score. Now, consider including the propensity score
in the μ() function, f(xi, zi) = μ(xi, π̂(xi))+τ(xi)zi. There are two things to note. First,
μ() should be less complex than if we had not included the propensity score. Essentially,
π̂ is itself a complex function of the x that should be predictive of the outcome under
no treatment, giving us a helpful “hint” (authors’ term). In absence of π̂, BART would
need to work harder (i.e. introduce more splits) to capture this complexity. Second, note
that the propensity score is a balancing score, i.e., X ⊥⊥Z|π(x). Conditioning on the
propensity score should therefore reduce collinearity between Z and the X in μ(). So
it seems there is some intuitive reason to believe that, under targeted selection, includ-
ing the propensity score will be beneficial. Indeed, the authors demonstrated that with
several simulation studies.

This does beg the question of whether targeted selection is likely in practice. It could
be the case, for example, that a clinician might be more likely to assign someone to the
treatment group if they think the outlook in absence of treatment, E(Y (0)|X), is not
favorable. In their nonlinear simulation scenario in Section 6.1, there is a very strong
monotone relationship between the prognostic score and propensity score (Figure 1).
Bayesian Causal Forest (BCF) seems to perform well in these situations with strong
targeted selection.

However, treatment decisions are ideally made based on trying to predict E(Y (1)−
Y (0)|X). For simplicity, suppose X is a measure of patient frailty, Z is surgery, and Y
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Figure 1: Summary of true functions for nonlinear simulation scenario of Section 6.1 of
Hahn et al. (2020). We generated 500 observations from the assumed model. The plot
on the left are realizations of the true propensity score versus the true prognostic score.
The plot on the right is the true propensity score versus the true mean function. Red
points are subjects in the treated group.

is survival. We might expect to see a prognostic score that is indeed monotone (worse
prognosis as X increases), but a propensity score that is parabolic in frailty – increas-
ing at first and then decreases when frailty gets too large. This is because after some
level of frailty, risk of surgery overwhelms the benefit. In the extreme case, it is true
that expected survival without surgery is quite low but a very frail patient could die
during surgery. Another example is cancer treatment. Treatment decisions ideally tar-
get expected differences in quality adjusted life years under treatment or no treatment,
rather than expectation under no treatment. When there are many confounders in-
volved, it seems even less likely to us that there would be a clean story of targeted
selection. In the next section we consider some issues that could arise under different
selection mechanisms. In particular, we consider selection mechanisms that are driven
by protocol.

3 BCF Performance in Non-Overlap Regions

Much of the simulation work in Hahn et al. (2020) assumes a targeted selection mech-
anism where the propensity score π(x) is a (approximately) monotone function of the
prognostic score μ(x) = E[Y (0) | x]. However, highly irregular selection mechanisms can
arise in the real-world settings. As a biomedical example, consider that cancer decisions
are often made using standardized treatment protocols based on a handful of patient
characteristics such as cancer stage and age. This type of selection mechanism can lead
to positivity violations. For instance, the physician may hesitate to defy the protocol
for some subgroup of patients – even if they believe μ(x) to be very poor. This creates
regions of non-overlap, XNO ⊂ X , where P (Z = z | X = x) ≈ 1 for x ∈ XNO for
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Figure 2: (left) Data simulated with positivity violations with overlap regions shown in
gray. (center) BCF estimate of τ(x) – the conditional average treatment effect – is just
as uncertain in overlap and non-overlap regions. The step-function is seen most clearly
at the edges and near X = 0, where BART predicts the same, constant outcome mean.
(right) Alternatively, DPM regression allows for higher uncertainty in the non-overlap
regions while being smoother at the edges and near X = 0.

some treatment value z. Since there are (nearly) only subjects of one treatment group
in these regions, BCF is forced to extrapolate the conditional mean outcome under the
other treatment in this region. Incorrect extrapolation can lead to poor point and inter-
val estimates. This problem is aggravated by the tension between satisfying ignorability
and positivity (Cole and Hernán, 2008). That is, we often aim to condition on as many
covariates, X, as possible to reduce bias from ignorability violations. However, the more
covariates we condition on the more likely non-overlap regions will exist in some strata
of the very high-dimensional X – leading to bias and variance from positivity viola-
tions. For all these reasons it is imperative to assess how BCF behaves in the presence
of non-overlap.

Figure 2 (left) shows simulated data with some extreme positivity violations, for
illustrative purposes. On the left panel, we see that the treated and untreated subjects
overlap in the gray regions. The non-overlap regions are the complement of the gray
regions, where there are mostly subjects of only one treatment group. Since BCF is
BART-based, it inherits the (1) step-function behavior and (2) constant error variance
of BART. Due to (1), BART favors extrapolating in these regions with a constant value
across even substantially different x. This is undesirable if, for instance, we believe that
patients with event slightly different x values have slightly different outcome means –
which we think is a reasonable belief. The center panel of Figure 2 shows the BCF
estimate of the CATE, τ(x), across x. We see that at the edges (X < −10 and X > 10)
and near X = 0, BART is more or less predicting a constant value. Due in part to
(2), V ar[ǫ] = σ2 is constant with respect to X. This prevents model uncertainty from
varying within XNO. However, intuitively, uncertainty about the treatment effect should
be greater the “deeper” xi is in the non-overlap region. The center panel of Figure 2
shows that, despite having no data on the conditional mean outcome among treated
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subjects in the non-overlap regions, BCF posterior intervals remain about as narrow as
in the overlap regions in this example.

For comparison, the right panel of Figure 2 shows the estimate of τ(x) from a
Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) regression – which has become popular in the causal
literature (e.g. Xu et al., 2018; Oganisian et al., 2020). Since it is a mixture model, the
conditional mean function of the DPM is a smooth function of the covariates, not a
step function. Moreover, it makes no homoskedasticity assumption. Both of these traits
address points (1) and (2). Even in the edges and near X = 0, we allow for modest
differences in τ(x) for modest differences x. Moreover, the posterior intervals in the
non-overlap regions are substantially wider – reflecting increased uncertainty due to
extrapolation. Note that both models seem to perform about as well in the overlap
regions – but much work is needed to rigorously compare BART with other models in
these settings.

We speculate that BCF performance can be improved in these settings with only
minor adjustments to the underlying BART models. For instance, Nethery et al. (2019)
augment BART with a spline in order to better extrapolate in non-overlap regions. The
use of the spline mitigates the step-function behavior. Recent work by George et al.
(2018) proposes relaxing the homoskedasticity assumption of BART. They propose the
regression E[Y | X] = f(X)+ǫ with f ∼ BART and ǫ ∼ G. However, instead of setting
G = N(0, σ2), they place a Dirichlet Process prior on G, G ∼ DP (α,G0) – yielding
more flexible uncertainty estimates. The “soft” decision trees of Linero and Yang (2018),
which enforce smoothness, is another promising modification to the standard BART
algorithm that could be worth exploring.

A non-modeling alternative may be to find the non-overlap regions and trim ac-
cordingly. However, trimmed estimators target a causal effect only among those in the
overlap regions, who may not be representative of the target population. Moreover,
it can be practically difficult to determine these non-overlap regions or even diagnose
positivity violations. In high-dimensional settings, visual inspection as in Figure 2 is
not feasible. Histograms of the estimated propensity scores, being 1-dimensional sum-
mary of the covariates, can be used instead. In this approach, a histogram of the
scores for treated subjects is overlaid on the histogram of the scores for untreated
subjects. Subjects are included in the analysis if their propensity scores are in the re-
gion where these two histograms overlap. However, this method crucially depends on
the estimate of the propensity score model and, more importantly, non-overlap regions
in the covariate space can be difficult to see after dimension-reducing via the propen-
sity score model. This is especially true if the treatment/exposure is rare. For these
reasons, it may be ideal to instead have a model that performs reasonably in these
regions by default. Finally, one might claim that positivity is not really a central is-
sue since it is meaningless to even speak of the causal effect in non-overlap regions
– the effect is undefined. While this argument perhaps works for structural positiv-
ity violations, it does not address random violations of positivity. For instance, due to
sampling difficulties we may sample too few treated Native American subjects. How-
ever, this does not imply the CATE for Native Americans is undefined or does not
exist.
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4 Some Alternatives to BART

As alluded to in the introduction, if we are interested in f(xi, zi) = μ(xi) + τ(xi)zi, we
could specify other priors appropriate for functions to μ() and τ(). While the BART
prior has been shown to perform well in a variety of practical settings, it does have
some drawbacks. In particular, it does not easily accommodate prior beliefs about the
function.

Alternatively, a Gaussian process (GP) prior is both quite flexible and allows more
intricate prior specifications. For instance, we could center the GP prior for μ around
a linear, additive function μ0(xi) = x′

iβ. The posterior can depart from this prior as
demanded by the complexity of the data – but can shrink back towards this parametric
model in regions where the data is sparse. Additionally, different choices of GP co-
variance can accommodate different prior beliefs about smoothness. For example, the
squared exponential specification allows for differences in outcome means to be propor-
tional to squared differences in covariate vectors. Similarly a GP prior for τ could be
centered on a constant function τ0(xi) = θ. This expresses the prior belief in a homo-
geneous treatment effect, while allowing for posterior deviations away from this prior
towards more flexible functional forms.

Another BNP prior worth mentioning is a DP mixture mentioned in the previous
section. In the next few paragraphs, we propose a particular version of a DP mixture
that would allow for incorporating a (local) propensity score. Consider the following
joint model for the outcome and treatment, p(Yi, Zi | Xi), expressed hierarchically as

Yi | Zi, Xi, ωi ∼p(Y |Z,X, ωi)

Zi | Xi, θi ∼π(Z | X, θi)

(ωi, θi)1:n | G ∼G.

(4.1)

Above we specified a “local” conditional outcome model, p(Y | Z,X, ωi), as a function of
treatment and covariates, followed by a propensity score model, π(Z | X, θi) = P (Z =
1 | X, θi). For instance, the outcome model could be a Gaussian with a linear regression
and unknown variance. The local propensity score model could be a logistic regression
for instance. This is reminiscent of the two-stage approach in BCF that estimates both
a propensity score and outcome model. It is important to note that the local outcome
model does not explicitly condition on the propensity score which may alleviate or avoid
feedback issues (Zigler et al., 2013).

In Equation (4.1) we have saturated the model with more parameters than observa-
tions: subject-specific parameter vectors govern the outcome model, ωi, and propensity
score model, θi. Now say these parameters live in the space (ω, θ) ∈ Ω×Θ and G is some
unknown probability distribution over this space. We consider the Enriched Dirichlet
Process (EDP) prior (Wade et al., 2011) on G. EDP-based models have been employed
in Bayesian nonparametric causal modeling with some success (Roy et al., 2018), but
here we use it to model the propensity score. Specifically, we assume

G ∼ EDP (αω, αθ, G0).
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The EDP is a stochastic process with each realization being a random joint distribution,
G, over Ω×Θ, centered around a base distribution G0. The base distribution along with
concentration parameters αω and αθ are hyperparameters. We refer the reader to Wade
et al. (2011) and Wade et al. (2014) for a detailed discussion of these parameters, as
they are not central to our presentation. What is important is that this is a highly
flexible prior and the two concentration parameters allow us to control the degree of
regularization on the outcome model (via αω) and propensity score model (via αθ),
separately. Moreover, marginalizing over the parameters yields the induced conditional
outcome regression

E[Y | Z,X,G] =

∫
π(Z | X, θ)∫

π(Z | X, θ)dG(ω, θ)
· E

[
Y | Z,X, ω

]
dG(ω, θ). (4.2)

The induced regression is a flexible, nonlinear function of covariates. Specifically, it
is a mixture of “local” outcome regressions with propensity score-dependent mixture

weights, π(Z|X,θ)∫
π(Z|X,θ)dG(ω,θ)

. Consider a parameter pair (ω, θ). When estimating mean

outcome under treatment Z = z, local outcome models governed by ω are given more
weight if the probability of treatment z is higher under the corresponding θ parameter,
relative to other potential θs.

Notice that nowhere did we condition on the propensity score. Rather, it appears
naturally in the resulting outcome regression. Uncertainty about both the propensity
score and outcome models is captured in full by the posterior. This is in contrast to
the BCF approach where the propensity score estimate is treated as fixed. The authors
argue that this estimate, π̂(xi), is fully a function of {Zi, Xi}1:n – which is treated as
fixed in the model. Therefore uncertainty in the propensity score need not be considered.
However, suppose π was estimated using the same data via the same logistic regression.
Even in this case, differences in prior uncertainty about the regression parameters impact
uncertainty about π̂. This, in turn, may lead to different degrees of uncertainty about
f(xi, zi, π̂(x)). We agree that in practice this is likely not a big issue, but it does seem
unsatisfying from a Bayesian perspective. We speculate that perhaps other BNP priors
such as the one above are more naturally suited to this task.

To conclude, different nonparametric priors have different advantages and we hope
consideration of some other BNP priors will provide readers with relevant context
around BCF – which also has desirable properties. For instance, one limitation of the
proposed EDP approach is the difficulty in specifying a prior on the treatment effect
apart from the other components of the conditional outcome model. However, this is
precisely one of the strengths of BCF. Similarly, while Gaussian processes may induce
smoothness in the regression, it could be argued BART-based models are easier to
implement in practice and work well off-the-shelf with minimal tuning. Future work rig-
orously comparing such BNP priors head-to-head in a variety of causal settings would
a useful addition to the literature.
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Invited Discussion

Georgia Papadogeorgou∗ and Fan Li†

We congratulate Hahn, Murray and Carvalho (henceforth referred to as HMC) for their
important contribution to the growing field of Bayesian causal inference. The authors
tackle the problem of estimating treatment effect heterogeneity through conditional av-
erage treatment effects (CATE), a hard problem that can be framed within the context
of high dimensional causal inference and multiple hypothesis testing. HMC adopt a flex-
ible outcome model and they discuss the importance of prior specifications within the
Bayesian framework that achieve a two-fold goal: appropriate confounding adjustment
for unbiased effect estimation, and sufficient flexibility for estimation of heterogeneity.
We regard the separation of these two components within the modeling framework as
the most attractive feature of the proposed approach. First, the authors stress the im-
portance of including the estimated propensity scores in the outcome model for more
accurate confounding adjustment. Even though the use of propensity scores in Bayesian
causal inference is subject to debate (see Section 1), we believe it is important to stress
the central role of the propensity score in causal inference, irrespective of the mode of
inference. Second, we believe that estimation of CATE is rightfully placed within the
Bayesian framework in which the model formulation allows for heterogeneity along any
covariate while shrinking small signals towards homogeneity. By viewing estimation of
CATE within the scope of multiple testing, the Bayesian framework provides an inherent
and automatic way for multiplicity control (Scott and Berger, 2010), while acknowledg-
ing and documenting uncertainty in estimating heterogeneity along all covariates.

With our discussion, we hope to shed light to the following aspects of this approach:
(1) What is the role of the propensity score in Bayesian causal inference? (2) How does
shrinkage towards homogeneity drive estimation of CATE? (3) What is the interplay
between the choice of non-parametric prior distribution and limited covariate overlap
in terms of uncertainty quantification in the estimation of CATE?

1 The role of propensity score in Bayesian causal
inference and double-robustness

There has been a long debate of the role of propensity score in Bayesian causal infer-
ence (Sims, 2006; McCandless et al., 2009; Robins and Wasserman, 2012; Zigler et al.,
2013; Robins et al., 2015). On one hand, under the assumption of ignorable assignment
mechanism (and the parameters of the propensity score model and outcome model are
a priori independent and distinct) (Ding and Li, 2018), the propensity score drops
out from the likelihood of the outcomes, and therefore in principle does not matter in
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Bayesian causal inference. On the other hand, vast empirical evidences (including HMC)
suggest that proper inclusion of the propensity score substantially improves Bayesian
causal inference. To understand the reason of adding the propensity score as a pre-
dictor in the outcome model, it is important to first clarify this seemingly paradoxical
phenomenon. First, Robins et al. (2015) pointed out that the propensity score, as a
one-dimensional summary of the covariates, is crucial for dimension reduction in causal
inference with high dimensional data, irrespective of the mode of inference. A second
important insight comes from the frequentist’s perspective. Belloni et al. (2014) show
that good performance in predicting either the observed outcome or the propensity score
alone does not necessarily translate into good performance in estimating the causal ef-
fects. Chernozhukov et al. (2018) further pointed out that it is necessary to combine
high-dimensional (e.g. machine learning) models for estimating the propensity score and
outcome models in order to achieve

√
N consistency in estimating the average treatment

effect. These insights speak to the necessity of combining propensity score and outcome
models for estimating causal effects in high-dimensional settings. This is closely re-
lated to the class of double-robust (DR) estimators (Scharfstein et al., 1999; Lunceford
and Davidian, 2004; Bang and Robins, 2005). An estimator is DR if it is consistent as
long as either the propensity score model or the outcome model, but not necessarily
both, is correctly specified. Though the concept of DR was originally developed in the
form of inverse probability weighting, many different forms have since been proposed,
the essence of which is to augment a nonparametric propensity score estimator (e.g.
weighting, stratification, or matching) by an outcome model or vice versa.

We view HMC’s proposal as a Bayesian analogue of DR. A similar frequentist pro-
posal, due to Rod Little and co-authors, uses the propensity score (in the form of
penalized splines) as an additional predictor in the outcome model (e.g. Little and An,
2004; Zhou et al., 2019). In a sense, both HMC and Little’s methods can be viewed as
a continuous version of the mixed approach of combining propensity score stratification
and outcome modeling (Gutman and Rubin, 2013): conducting an outcome regression
within the stratum defined by a specific propensity score value. While the theoretical
and empirical advantages of the DR estimators over non augmented-estimators have
been well established in the frequentist’s paradigm (e.g., Funk et al., 2011), HMC are
among the first to do so in the Bayesian paradigm (another example is Antonelli et al.,
2018), which also naturally expands the domain of DR from estimating average treat-
ment effects to CATEs. Moving forward, we believe it would be worthwhile to rigorously
define the Bayesian analog of DR (a definition of which is given by Antonelli et al., 2018)
and prove the DR property of the specific prior. This will allow analysts to generalize
from the BART prior to other Bayesian nonparametric priors (see Section 3).

2 Homogeneity-induced bias: The bias-variance

trade-off of compromising between separate and
simultaneous modeling

BART has a number of advantages, e.g. its robustness to the choice of hyperparameters,
making it an attractive tool for causal effect estimation. There is substantial merit in
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understanding how BART can be used best for estimating CATEs. In this section, we dive
into the implications of imposing a prior distribution that shrinks towards homogeneity
of treatment effects.

For simplicity, we consider a single covariate X. We focus on the CATE τ(x) =
E[Yi(1)−Yi(0)|Xi = x] and on three ways to use BART: (1) adopt independent BART
priors to model Y given X within the treated and control groups (refered to as separate
model), (2) specify E[Y |Z,X] using a BART prior (refered to as simultaneous model),
and (3) the proposed approach by HMC. The separate model provides full flexibility for
estimating heterogeneous treatment effects since the mean potential outcome under each
treatment arm is modeled separately and without any sharing of information between
treated and control groups. In contrast, the simultaneous model uses the same tree
structure for estimating the two potential outcomes, and treatment effect heterogeneity
is described via tree branches that split both on the treatment and the covariate. We
view the approach of HMC as a “compromise” between separate and simultaneous
modeling. By adopting two BART priors, the authors allow for flexible modeling of
E[Y (0)|X] and penalize deviations of E[Y (1)|X] towards homogeneity of treatment
effects. In that sense, their model formulation can be thought of as including a tree
structure that forces the first split along Z. Therefore, the proposed approach shares
information among treated and control groups, but ensures that shrinkage of estimates
of τ(x) are towards homogeneity.

We now use a simple simulation example to compare the flexibility of the separate
model versus the HMC method in estimating the CATE. We generate the covariate X
from X ∼ N(0, 1), and generate the treatment assignment and the outcome from

Z | X ∼ Bernoulli(p(X)), logit(p(X)) = 2X

Y | Z,X ∼ N(0.1Z +X2 + Z sin(kXπ), 1).

In this case, the true CATE τ(x) = 0.1+sin(kxπ). We consider values of k ∈ {1/2, 1, 2, 4}
to describe increasingly complex CATE. The dashed black lines in Figure 1 show the
true values of τ(x). We estimate τ(x) based on a sample of size 300, and for values of
x for which covariate overlap exists (within the 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles of the standard
normal distribution). We use the standard implementation of BART in the BayesTree
R package for the separate model, and the R package bcf by HMC with the true
propensity score.

Figure 1 shows estimates of τ(x) and pointwise 95% credible intervals for the separate
and HMCmodels. When τ(x) varies smoothly as a function of x (k ∈ {1/2, 1}), the HMC
model is more efficient in estimating the CATE than the separate model. However, when
τ(x) varies quickly with x (k ∈ {2, 4}), HMC’s model mistakenly shrinks effect estimates
towards homogeneity. These results illustrate that, compared to the separate model, the
HMC model has lower variance, but has the potential to lead to homogeneity-induced
bias. Even though this bias is expected to be eliminated as sample size increases, this
simple example suggests that the homogeneity-inducing BART prior may potentially
lead to large biases in the presence of a complex heterogeneity structure.

In most applications, complex heterogeneity across a single covariate like the one in
Figure 1 for k ∈ {2, 4} is unlikely to exist. However, these scenarios are representative
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Figure 1: Estimates of heterogeneous treatment effects τ(x) and pointwise 95% credible
intervals for the separate model (blue) and the model of HMC (red) based on a sample
of size 300 and increasing complex heterogeneity structure. The dashed black lines show
the true value of τ(x).

of situations with many covariates for which heterogeneity along each covariate sepa-
rately might be small, but the true heterogeneity structure includes interactions among
multiple covariates. In these situations, the homogeneity-inducing prior is expected to
fail to identify the true complexity of HTE. In that sense, if the “subgroup” for which
treatment is most effective is defined in terms of multiple subject characteristics, we
suspect that the homogeneity-inducing prior would lead to estimates of τ(x) that fail
to identify it. This bias-variance trade-off between CATE complexity and efficient es-
timation will exacerbate when there is lack of covariate overlap and/or limited sample
size.

3 Choice of Bayesian nonparametric prior distribution

BART is a member of the general class of Bayesian nonparametric priors. A natural
question would be “what about other priors?” In the context of CATE estimation, a
particular relevant issue is (covariate) overlap and uncertainty quantification. Specifi-
cally, HMC demonstrated that the advantages in terms of point estimates of their BART
prior over several other methods vary according to the degree of confounding, which is
commonly referred to as overlap in the standard terminology of causal inference. Heuris-
tically speaking, overlap means the similarity of the covariate distributions between the
treatment and control groups. Overlap is a key concept that separates causal inference
from traditional two-sample inference. In the region with good overlap (or low confound-
ing in HMC’s terminology), different specification of the outcome model usually leads
to similar causal estimates. In contrast, in the region with poor overlap, the uncertainty
of causal estimation is much higher and the results are sensitive to the specification of
the outcome model. Thus, besides point estimation, an important criterion in choosing
the outcome model for CATE estimation is proper uncertainty quantification.
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Figure 2: Estimates of missing counterfactuals (upper panel) and CATE (lower panel)
and corresponding uncertainty band as a function of the single covariate ‘Age’ by three
different models: linear model (LM); Gaussian Process (GP); BART, in the example of
poor overlap (or high confounding) in Section 3. ×: treated units; ◦: control units.

Given its underlying tree structure, intuitively BART may not have the flexibility
to capture the additional uncertainty in regions of poor overlap, whereas some other
“smoother” Bayesian nonparametric models such as the Gaussian Process may fare
better. We demonstrate this through a simple example due to Surya Tokdar (who grants
us the permission). Consider a scenario where a single covariate ‘age’ influences both
treatment assignment and a continuous outcome; younger people are more likely to
receive the treatment and higher outcome scores. Specifically, we generate a sample
with 200 treated units and 300 control units. The only covariate (Xi) follows a Gamma
distribution with mean 60 and 35 in the control and treatment group, respectively, and
with standard deviation 8 in both groups. The true outcome model is as follows:

Yi = 90 · 1{Zi = 1}+ 82 · 1{1− Zi} − 0.2Xi + ǫi, ǫi ∼ N(0, 1).

As shown in the data cloud by group in Figure 2, the above data generating process
creates a case where the degree of overlap varies significantly across the range of the
single covariate: there is good overlap around age of 40, but lack of overlap increases as
we move to the two tails of the range of age.

To estimate CATE, we fit the following outcome model separately in the treat-

ment and control groups: Yi = f(Xi) + ǫi, ǫi
iid∼ N(0, σ2). We choose three prior

specifications for f(x): (1) a BART prior similarly to Hill (2011) and HMC but with-
out the propensity score; (2) a linear model with Gaussian prior: f(x) ∼ N(βx, δ2);
(3) a GP prior (Rasmussen, 2003) with the covariance function specified using a Gaus-
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sian kernel with signal-to-noise ratio parameter ρ and inverse-bandwidth parameter λ:
(f(x1), f(x2), . . . , f(xn))

T ∼ N(0,Σ) where Σij = σ2ρ2 exp{−λ2‖xi − xj‖2}). For each
unit, we predict the missing counterfactual outcome by plugging the covariate into the
fitted model of the opposite group, and then estimate the individual treatment effect by
the difference between observed outcome and predicted counterfactual outcome. Figure 2
shows the predicted counterfactuals and CATE, as well as the associated uncertainty
band as a function of age. The true effects curve is deliberately omitted to focus on
issue of uncertainty quantification. In the region of good overlap, all three models lead
to similar point and interval estimates of CATE. However, marked difference emerges
in the region of poor overlap. Here the linear model appears overconfident in predict-
ing counterfactuals and thus estimating CATE. GP trades potential bias with increased
uncertainty bands as overlap decreases and produces a more adaptive uncertainty quan-
tification. BART produces shorter error bars than GP (but wider than the linear model),
but width of the uncertainty band remains similar regardless of the degree of overlap,
which is clearly over confident in the region of poor overlap. This pattern is not sur-
prising given how GP and BART are constructed, on which we do not elaborate here.

Of course, it is prudent not to overly generalize the message from a single example.
Nonetheless, we feel that deeper investigation is warranted on how BART-based and
other Bayesian nonparametric priors perform in terms of uncertainty quantification of
CATE under different degree of overlap, which is a central problem in causal inference
with high dimensional data and causal estimands.
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The literature on heterogeneous treatment effect estimation has been extremely active
over the past few years, and the paper by Hahn, Murray, and Carvalho (2020) is a major
addition to it. Hahn et al. (2020) show how to design priors for heterogeneous treatment
effects that are robust to what the authors call “regularization-induced confounding”
and “targeted selection” and, as such, open the door to considerably more robust and
reliable Bayesian inference of treatment heterogeneity under unconfoundedness. The
authors convincingly show that their innovations add considerable value over a simpler
Bayesian forest approach following, e.g., early work from Hill (2011).

The publication of this paper provides a nice opportunity to reflect on just how
fast this area has developed over the past years. When Hahn et al. (2020) released
the first draft of their manuscript on arXiv in 2017, there were still major questions
about how best to approach the problem of heterogeneous treatment effect estimation
as evidenced by, e.g., discussions at that year’s Atlantic Causal Inference Conference. By
now, in contrast, there appears to be fairly widespread consensus on conceptual ideas
that underpin good estimators of treatment heterogeneity. This comment offers one take
on 3 ideas which, I believe, have played a major role in pushing the field forward. Of
course, these ideas manifest themselves differently depending on methodological context
(e.g., frequentist vs. Bayesian methods, trees vs. lasso), but overall they seem to have
broad applicability.

Dedicated regularization for treatment effects Following notation from Hahn et al.
(2020), we want to estimate the effect of a binary treatment Zi ∈ {0, 1} on an outcome
Yi ∈ R as a function of covariates Xi ∈ X . Following the Neyman–Rubin causal model
(Imbens and Rubin, 2015), we posit potential outcomes {Yi(0), Yi(1)} such that Yi =
Yi(Zi), and seek to estimate the conditional average treatment effect function τ(x) =
E
[
Yi(1)− Yi(0)

∣∣Xi = x
]
. For purposes of identification, we assume unconfoundedness

(Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983), i.e., that treatment is as good as random conditionally
on Xi: {Yi(0), Yi(1)} ⊥⊥ Zi

∣∣Xi.

One can readily check that, under unconfoundedness, we have τ(x) = μ(x; 1) −
μ(x; 0) with μ(x; z) = E

[
Yi

∣∣Xi = x, Zi = z
]
. This suggests a simple strategy for non-

parametric estimation of the conditional average treatment effect function τ(x): First
learn μ̂(x; 0) and μ̂(x; 1) by fitting separate predictive models to the control and treated
samples respectively, and then set τ̂(x) = μ̂(x; 1) − μ̂(x; 0). This may, however, lead
to problems. In general, modern machine learning methods operate via some type of
representation learning; and, if we use different representations to express μ̂(x; 0) and
μ̂(x; 1), then τ̂(x) may be excessively noisy or biased. As a simple example, consider the
case where μ̂(x; 0) and μ̂(x; 1) are both decision trees—but with different splits. In this

∗This work was supported by National Science Foundation grant DMS-1916163.
†Stanford University, swager@stanford.edu

mailto:swager@stanford.edu
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case, τ̂(x) = μ̂(x; 1) − μ̂(x; 0) would be quite unstable, and in particular would have
a more complicated shape than either μ̂(x; 0) or μ̂(x; 1) on its own. Künzel, Sekhon,
Bickel, and Yu (2019) provide further examples of this issue.

A first major advance in the literature on treatment heterogeneity was the realization
that, in a high-dimensional or non-parametric setting, it’s important to use dedicated
regularizers that directly push τ̂(x) to have a simple form. A simple application of
this idea arises in the case of the lasso (Hastie, Tibshirani, and Wainwright, 2015).
Assume that μ(x; z) = x · β(z) for some high-dimensional vector z, so that τ(x) =
x · (β(1) − β(0)). A näıve analysis might fit separate lasso regressions on the treated and
control units, but such an approach may learn different sparsity patterns for β(0) and
β(1), thus resulting in an unstable τ(x) estimate. A better approach is to reparametrize
μ(x; z) = x · b + (2z − 1)x · δ, where b = (β(0) + β(1))/2 and δ = β(1) − β(0); then,
we can apply separate sparsity penalties on b and δ. This is a simple idea but, by
directly pushing the treatment effect parameter δ towards sparsity, it often improves
performance considerably.

Hahn et al. (2020) show how to adapt it to Bayesian prior design, while Athey and
Imbens (2016) discuss a modification of regression trees that directly target τ(x). More
subtle ideas for algorithmically regularizing the treatment effect function include the
X-learner of Künzel, Sekhon, Bickel, and Yu (2019), and refitting predictions from a
first step analysis as in the Virtual Twins method of Foster, Taylor, and Ruberg (2011).

The propensity score as a covariate Once we’ve dealt with egregious instability of
τ̂(x) by using appropriate regularizers, a next concern is whether confounding effects
may bleed into treatment effect estimates due to finite sample effects. As is well explained
in the section on “targeted selection” in Hahn et al. (2020), this concern arises whenever
the propensity score π(x) = P

[
Zi = 1

∣∣Xi = x
]
is associated with the baseline effect

μ(x; 0). If μ(x; 0) takes on a complicated non-parametric specification that cannot be
perfectly captured in finite samples and we use a method that underfits the baseline
function such that μ(x; 0) − μ̂(x; 0) is positively (or negatively) correlated with π(x),
then we may easily have this baseline error push us to over- (or under-) estimate τ(x).

Considerations of this type have attracted considerable attention in the causal in-
ference community for several decades (Robins and Ritov, 1997), and play a key role
in discussions of how best to do variable selection when estimating global causal pa-
rameters (e.g., Belloni, Chernozhukov, and Hansen, 2014). The general message is that,
in order to be robust to associations between π(x) and μ(x; 0), one needs to fit the
propensity score π̂(x) and adjust for it in the final modeling step. Hahn et al. (2020)
propose the simple idea of using a propensity estimate as a feature when estimating
the baseline effect, i.e., they fit the baseline as μ̂(x, π̂(x); 0), and find this to work well
empirically.

Treatment-focused loss functions A final idea that unlocks a general suite of tools for
heterogeneous treatment effect estimation is the use of loss functions that directly isolate
the treatment effect function τ(x). The idea of using target-specific loss functions has a
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long history in causal inference, going back at least to van der Laan and Dudoit (2003).
In the context heterogeneous treatment effect estimation, a simple instance of this idea is
the “transformed outcome” method, which starts from the following observation. Under
unconfoundedness, we can check that E

[
Δi

∣∣Xi = x
]
= τ(x), where Δi = ZiYi/π(Xi)−

(1 − Zi)Yi/(1 − π(Xi)). Thus, in a randomized trial where propensity scores π(x) are
known a-priori, we can estimate τ(x) by first forming the modified outcomes Δi and
then running a non-parametric regression of Δi on Xi (Tian, Alizadeh, Gentles, and
Tibshirani, 2014). Baseline effects μ(x; 0) never even appear in this specification, which
largely obviates concerns related to regularizing or under-fitting of this term.

One limitation of the transformed outcome method is that it is not robust to errors
in estimating the propensity score when π(x) is not known a-priori, and several “robust”
loss functions for treatment effect estimation that remedy this issue have recently been
proposed. The R-learner (Nie and Wager, 2020) builds on the partially linear model
estimator of Robinson (1988) to develop a loss function that is first-order robust to errors
in estimating π(x) and baseline effects; see also Athey, Tibshirani, and Wager (2019)
and Zhao, Small, and Ertefaie (2017) for variants of this idea applied to random forests
and the lasso specifically. Meanwhile, the DR-learner (Fan, Hsu, Lieli, and Zhang, 2019;
Kennedy, 2020; Zimmert and Lechner, 2019) estimates τ(x) by regressing the augmented
inverse-propensity weighted scores of Robins, Rotnitzky, and Zhao (1994) against Xi.
Overall, the promise of such robust loss functions is that they enable accurate estimation
of τ(x) even when π(x) and μ(x; 0) may be difficult to estimate, thus generalizing
well known results on semiparametric inference for “global” targets like the average
treatment effect; see Chernozhukov, Chetverikov, Demirer, Duflo, Hansen, Newey, and
Robins (2018), and references therein.

Closing thoughts Recent advances in methods for treatment heterogeneity have en-
abled a large toolkit of practical methods available to applied researchers. As a commu-
nity, we now appear to be at a point where we can quickly remix these ideas to develop
new methods for treatment heterogeneity that can address different application-specific
challenges, and have a formal understanding of how dedicated methods are able to
accurately target τ(x). Several open questions remain, however. In particular, while
reading the paper of Hahn, Murray, and Carvalho (2020), I was left wondering about
the following two:

• When using treatment-focused loss functions, it’s possible to show that (under
appropriate conditions), the accuracy with which we can estimate τ(x) is insen-
sitive to our rate of convergence on the nuisance components π(x) and μ(x; z),
even when π̂(x) and μ̂(x; z) may converge an order of magnitude slower than
τ̂(x) (Kennedy, 2020; Nie and Wager, 2020). Do analogous results hold for the
approach of Hahn et al. (2020), where π̂(x) is used as a covariate when fitting
μ̂(·)? In the context of estimating an average treatment effect, Hirano, Imbens,
and Ridder (2003) showed that using an estimated propensity score for weighting
could sometimes be enough to achieve efficiency. Does any intuition of this type
carry over to the problem heterogeneous treatment effect estimation?
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• In Hahn et al. (2020), the propensity score is only used as a covariate to make
us robust to potential confounding effects. In some applications, however, there
may also be interest in the propensity score as an effect modifier. For example,
when studying the returns to college education, Brand and Xie (2010) argue that
students who are least likely to attend college a-priori may be the ones who benefit
the most from attendance; and, in applications like these, it may be of interest
to allow τ(x) explicitly depend on π(x). Of particular interest here would be to
understand how τ(x) varies with the true propensity score π(x), and not just the
estimate π̂(x).

Finally, I want to thank Hahn, Murray, and Carvalho (2020) for preparing this very
nice paper, and look forward to seeing how the community builds on their results in the
future.
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Contributed Discussion∗

Liangyuan Hu†

Congratulations to Hahn, Murray and Carvalho on a nice contribution. The authors pro-
pose the Bayesian causal forest (BCF) model. It reduces the bias and improves frequen-
tist coverage of Bayesian credible intervals of treatment effect estimates in the presence
of strong confounding and treatment effect heterogeneity. The BCF model builds upon
the popular and empirically proven prediction method, Bayesian Additive Regression
Trees (BART) (Chipman et al., 2010). BCF reformulates the response surface model
as the sum of two functions, one modeling the prognostic impact of the control vari-
ables and one representing the treatment effect. This formulation directly incorporates
estimates of the propensity score (PS) which induces a covariate-dependent prior on
the regression function and regularizes treatment effect heterogeneity separately from
the prognostic effect of control variables. It is impressive that the proposed method, in
many settings, has better bias reduction, more consistent 95% coverage probability and
shorter uncertainty intervals compared to the vanilla BART, which boasts better per-
formance in a host of modern causal inference studies, including Hill (2011), Wendling
et al. (2018), Dorie et al. (2019) and Hu et al. (2020), to name a few.

This paper offers an extensive study to explicate and evaluate the performance of
the BCF model in different settings and provides a detailed discussion about its utility
in causal inference. It is a welcomed addition to the causal machine learning literature.

I will emphasize the contribution of the BCF model to the field of causal inference
through discussions on two topics: 1) the difference between the PS in the BCF model
and the Bayesian PS in a Bayesian updating approach, 2) an alternative exposition of
the role of the PS in outcome modeling based methods for the estimation of causal
effects. I will conclude with comments on avenues for future research involving BCF
that will be important and much needed in the era of Big data.

1 Distinction from the Bayesian propensity scores

It is necessary to make a distinction between incorporating the estimated PSs as a
covariate in the BCF model and combining so called “Bayesian propensity scores” and
Bayesian inference for the estimation of causal effects in a single Bayesian updating
approach (Zigler et al., 2013; Zigler and Dominici, 2014). The Bayesian PS has received
recent attention in the literature (Kaplan and Chen, 2012; Zigler, 2016; Liao and Zigler,
2020). In essence, a series of work have demonstrated that the model feedback, i.e., the
propagation of information from the outcome model to the PS model, would distort
inferences about the causal effect. In the BCF model, the independent BART prior is
placed over f , f ∼ BART(X,Z, π̂), where π̂ is the estimated PS and included as one of

∗Main article DOI: 10.1214/19-BA1195.
†Department of Population Health Science and Policy, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai,

liangyuan.hu@mssm.edu

https://projecteuclid.org/euclid.ba/1580461461
mailto:liangyuan.hu@mssm.edu
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the splitting dimensions. The π̂ is included in the BCF model as an additional covariate
for splitting and is not updated or contaminated by the outcome information, thereby
setting BCF free from the inference issue caused by the Bayesian model feedback.

2 The role of the propensity score: connections to the
confounding function

I now turn to exposing the role of the PS in reducing the bias in the estimates of
causal effects under targeted selection. The inclusion of the PS as a covariate in the
response model is closely connected to the confounding function approach (Robins,
1999), designed for removing the bias due to unmeasured confounding from the treat-
ment effect estimates. The targeted selection described in Hahn et al. (2020) suggests
that the treatment assignment probability π(x) depends on μ(x) = E(Y |Z = 0, x).
Using Figure 4 as an example to illustrate, individuals who would have higher outcomes
without treatment are more likely to be treated. In another word, treated individuals
would have higher (potential) outcomes than untreated individuals to no treatment.
This is a violation of the ignorability assumption. To see why, define a confounding
function as c(z, x) = E(Y (z)|Z = 1, X = x) − E(Y (z)|Z = 0, X = x), z ∈ {0, 1}.
When ignorability holds, c(z, x) = 0 for z = 0 and z = 1. When ignorability is violated,
such as in the presence of targeted selection, c(0, x) > 0. The violation of ignorability
gives rise to biased estimates of the causal effects. An unbiased effect estimate can be
obtained by “correcting” the observed outcome for unmeasured confounding, namely,
Y − [E(Y (z)|Z = z, x) − E(Y (z)|x)] (Robins, 1999; Brumback et al., 2004). Applying
the law of total expectation to E(Y (z)|x) yields a “corrected” outcome (see a short
proof in Hu, 2020),

Y C = Y − {(1− π(x))z − π(x)(1− z)}c(z, x), z ∈ {0, 1}. (2.1)

Differencing the conditional expectations of Y C between the treated and untreated
individuals gives an unbiased effect estimate, E(Y C |X = x, Z = 1) − E(Y C |X =
x, Z = 0). In equation (2.1), c(z, x) is a user-supplied prior distribution (a range of
values in frequentist approaches) representing our beliefs about the degree of ignorability
violation, or, targeted selection (Hogan et al., 2014). We see that the PS, π(x), is an
integral part in the outcome for causal modeling when there is a need to remove the
bias attributable to targeted selection. Relating to the inclusion of π̂ in the BCF model,
the c(z, x) can be deemed as characterizing how big of a role the PS plays in the
estimation of causal effects. With strong targeted selection, c(z, x) would deviate from
zero substantially, then π̂ is important for bias reduction. In the absence of targeted
selection, c(z, x) would be close to zero, and the role of π̂ is diminished.

3 Final thought on possible extensions

My final thought is about extending the BCF model to meet the emerging methodolog-
ical needs, particularly in the Biostatistical research. First, a common causal estimand
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of interest is the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT). The BCF model does
not seem to be readily implementable for the ATT estimation. Although, the idea of
ps-BART can be easily applied to estimate the ATT effect. Second, in the era of Big
data, given the wealth of information captured in large-scale data, it is rare that treat-
ment regimens are defined in terms of two treatments only. Refined causal inference
approaches are in great demand for the multiple treatment settings. Hu et al. (2020)
investigated the operating characteristics of several machine learning based causal infer-
ence techniques in the multiple treatment setting, and found that BART-based methods
generally had the best performance. It would be a useful addition to the causal machine
learning literature if the BCF model can be extended to simultaneously compare more
than two active treatments.

Supplementary Material

Appendix for Comment on Article by Hahn, Murray and Carvalho
(DOI: 10.1214/20-BA1195CT1SUPP; .pdf).
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Jingyu He∗ and Nikolay Krantsevich†

The authors show that by expressing both the prognostic and treatment terms as BART
models, the Bayesian causal forest model (BCF) inherits the accuracy and hyperparam-
eter robustness of BART. However, BCF similarly inherits some of BART limitations,
specifically slow run-times and/or slow mixing, leading to artificially short posterior
credible intervals. Recent work (He et al., 2019; He and Hahn, 2020) has investigated
stochastic heuristics for fitting BART-like models (XBART) and proposed to use those
model fits as seed values for independent Markov chain Monte Carlo runs of the original
BART random walk algorithm. Here, we report some preliminary work which applies
this technique to the Bayesian causal forests model, resulting in faster point estimates
and improved coverage of posterior credible intervals. These findings should be of inter-
est to readers concerned with these important practical aspects of the BCF model. The
procedure is:

1. Fit an “accelerated BCF” (XBCF) model on the data, performing s sweeps
through the data with the first m burn-in. Store the last s − m sweeps. Usu-
ally s is orders of magnitude smaller than a typical MCMC run; we use s = 40 in
the simulation results reported below.

2. Run s−m independent BCF Markov chains, initialized at each of the s−m forests
obtained from XBCF. Because the BCF models are seeded with good starting
values, each chain is run for significantly fewer sweeps.

3. Lastly, collate the s−m BCF sample and construct posterior estimates and sum-
maries.

To compare this modified approach to the one described in the paper, we repeat
the simulation studies from section 6.1. We run BCF for 4000 iterations, with 2000
discarded as burn-in. For the XBCF approach we perform 40 sweeps total, with 15
burn-in iterations. For the “warm-start” BCF approach, each of the 25 XBCF draws
are used to initialize a BCF MCMC run, from which 110 total draws are obtained, with
just 10 burn-in iterations being discarded. The results are presented in the table below.
The main findings are:

• The root mean square error (RMSE) of the average treatment effect (ATE) is
similar for all three methods, with XBCF runtime being 4 times faster on average.

• XBCF provides the best conditional average treatment effect (CATE) estimation
for the homogeneous treatment effect case.

• Warm-start BCF always performs better than regular BCF in CATE estimation,
in terms of both RMSE and coverage. In general for both ATE and CATE, warm-
start BCF provides the best coverage among all three methods.

∗College of Business, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
†School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona, USA,

krantsevich@asu.edu

mailto:
mailto:krantsevich@asu.edu
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The superiority of XBCF in the case of estimating CATE with homogeneous treatment
is likely a fortuitous benefit of under-exploring the posterior, but more investigation is
required. The improved coverage is substantial, which is unsurprising in some regards; it
is well-known among BART users that collating multiple chains can improve posterior
exploration and hence coverage. Importantly, XBCF is able to find good seeding points
fast, which then requires essentially no burn-in. Note that the runtime for warm-start
BCF can be reduced by running individual BCF models in parallel. The reported time
is without any parallelization, and a more practical number would be at least four times
less than the reported duration (plus the initial time to fit XBCF). A detailed description
of both XBCF and warm-start BCF will be presented as a separate paper, and we hope
both of them will find their use along with the originally proposed BCF model.

Data Generating Process Results
Prognostic

Treatment
Sample

Method
RMSE Coverage I.L.

Time
Term Size ATE CATE ATE CATE ATE CATE

Linear Homogeneous 500
XBCF 0.17 0.21 0.85 0.91 0.67 0.94 3.51
warm 0.17 0.36 0.93 0.99 0.80 2.19 17.51
BCF 0.17 0.55 0.92 0.84 0.77 1.58 14.47

Linear Homogeneous 250
XBCF 0.23 0.28 0.87 0.92 0.93 1.28 2.15
warm 0.23 0.46 0.95 1.00 1.13 2.89 9.80
BCF 0.23 0.72 0.92 0.83 1.08 2.11 7.69

Linear Heterogeneous 500
XBCF 0.15 0.98 0.84 0.77 0.61 2.23 3.69
warm 0.16 0.74 0.94 0.97 0.75 3.10 17.94
BCF 0.17 0.85 0.92 0.87 0.73 2.48 15.30

Linear Heterogeneous 250
XBCF 0.25 1.27 0.82 0.73 0.91 2.66 2.11
warm 0.24 0.89 0.92 0.98 1.06 4.07 9.19
BCF 0.25 1.05 0.88 0.91 1.03 3.44 7.91

Nonlinear Homogeneous 500
XBCF 0.12 0.16 0.79 0.89 0.40 0.58 3.66
warm 0.11 0.28 0.90 0.99 0.48 1.50 18.13
BCF 0.11 0.36 0.90 0.90 0.46 1.18 14.85

Nonlinear Homogeneous 250
XBCF 0.18 0.22 0.78 0.86 0.57 0.81 2.26
warm 0.16 0.35 0.91 0.99 0.68 1.96 9.72
BCF 0.15 0.46 0.90 0.91 0.66 1.60 7.78

Nonlinear Heterogeneous 500
XBCF 0.12 0.69 0.75 0.77 0.38 1.59 4.23
warm 0.11 0.56 0.88 0.96 0.47 2.27 19.98
BCF 0.12 0.65 0.87 0.82 0.46 1.70 16.52

Nonlinear Heterogeneous 250
XBCF 0.20 0.89 0.72 0.76 0.56 2.02 2.38
warm 0.17 0.68 0.90 0.97 0.69 2.92 9.68
BCF 0.18 0.78 0.88 0.88 0.67 2.39 8.15

Table 1: Results of root mean squared error (RMSE), interval length (I.L.) and inter-
val coverage (Coverage) for ATE and CATE estimator under different data generating
processes. The column Time is running time in seconds.
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Kolyan Ray∗, Botond Szabó†, and Aad van der Vaart‡

Estimating a causal effect has a long history and it is delightful to see increasing atten-
tion in the Bayesian literature. We thank the authors for their insightful contribution.
In our recent work, we have also found it profitable to include an estimate of the propen-
sity score in the prior modelling, and found a particular way that helps to reduce bias
when estimating an average treatment effect.

Under the potential outcomes model given by formula (2.1) in the paper, we have
Y z|X ∼ Y |X,Z = z, whence the density of the observed data (Y, Z,X) on a single
individual factorizes as

(y, z, x) �→ pY z|X(y|x)π(x)z
(
1− π(x)

)1−z
pX(x), (z ∈ {0, 1}).

The first term is the conditional density of the counterfactual Y z given X. In the
paper under discussion, these are fixed as pY z|X(y|x) = φσ

(
y − f(x, z)

)
by equation

(2.4), which we interpret as Y z = f(X, z) + ε with X ⊥⊥ ε ∼ N(0, σ2). The function
π(x) = P(Z = 1|X = x) is the propensity score.

The causal effect at level x is τ(x) =
∫
y
(
pY 1|X(y|x) − pY 0|X(y|x)

)
dy. The most

common approaches to estimate an average of this (such as (C)ATE) is to write EY z ei-
ther by “standardization” as EE(Y |Z=z,X) or by “inverse weighting” as E

(
Y Z/π(X)

)
.

The first leads to regression type estimators, the second to the Horvitz-Thompson esti-
mator. It is notable that the second, unlike the first, will use an estimate of the propen-
sity score. It is well known that interpolations between the two methods are useful. See
for instance Hernan and Robins (2019).

A Bayesian would put priors on the unknown parameters pY z|X , π and pX , and
derive the induced posterior distribution of (C)ATE. The question is which priors to
use. It seems to be an old reflex to mirror the factorization in the likelihood by prior
independence of the factors. However, this will make the posterior of pY z|X functionally
free of the prior on π, and this will be transferred to the posterior of the (C)ATE. Both
the paper under discussion and the extensive literature on frequentist methods suggest
that this is not good.

With this in mind, in the papers Ray and van der Vaart (2018) and Ray and Szabó
(2019), we proposed a class of dependent priors. The one that is easiest to implement
uses an estimator π̂, as in the paper under discussion. However, information theory
for semiparametric models suggests that π̂ should be inserted in a different way. Our
simulation studies appear to confirm our theoretical results. For W a Gaussian process
independent of λ ∼ N(0, ν2), we modelled the regression function as

f(x, z) = W (x, z) + λ
( z

π̂(x)
− 1− z

1− π̂(x)

)
.
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Method n = 250 n = 500

RMSE width CI ± sd Coverage RMSE width CI ± sd Coverage

BART 0.257 0.992± 0.088 0.94 0.155 0.617± 0.055 0.96

BCF 0.419 1.229± 0.200 0.88 0.239 0.802± 0.093 0.94

BART-ps 0.295 1.196± 0.130 0.95 0.182 0.783± 0.078 0.98

GP PS 0.251 1.178± 0.217 0.97 0.170 0.755± 0.113 0.98

Table 1: Estimating the ATE over 200 simulation runs.

We used the square-exponential process with hyper parameters fixed by empirical Bayes.
The variance λ was empirically selected by a Lepski type procedure and π̂ fitted using
truncated logistic regression. For estimation of the ATE, a prior on PX is needed; we
used the Dirichlet process.

The improvement can be explained as a correction for bias. In the language of the
paper under discussion, one could call this correction for “regularization induced con-
founding”. However, it seems that different from what this name suggests, the general
principle concerns bias that may result from estimating a high-dimensional parameter
and is not special to causality or confounding. In the same way, it does not seem that
“targeted selection” is a precondition for the usefulness of bias selection. Rather, not us-
ing independent prior modeling seems one of these novel properties of high-dimensional
modeling that remain to be further explored.

To examine the performance of these methods, we provide some simulations, see
Ray and Szabó (2019) for further simulations. Consider covariates xi ∼iid Np(0, Ip),
i = 1, . . . , n, with p = 10 and n = 250 or n = 500. We take the propensity score and
response surface to be

π(xi) = Φ
(
0.15xi,1 − 0.4xi,2 − 0.5xi,5 − e2xi,6 + e2xi,4

)

f(xi, zi) = 0.8xi,1 + 0.4x3
i,2 + 0.25e|xi,2| + 0.8x2

i,5 − 1.5 sin(xi,5) + zi(1 + 2xi,2xi,5),

which has heterogeneous treatment effect τ(xi) = 1+2xi,2xi,5 and induces observations
Yi = f(xi, zi)+εi, εi ∼iid N(0, 1). We compare the performance of our method (GP PS)
with BART, BART-ps (in both cases using the “bartCause” package with default set-
tings), and BCF (“bcf” package with default settings, π̂ fitted using logistic regression).
The results are in Table 1.

We have considered multiple experiments, and find that BART-ps generally provides
the most robust method with typically (close to) the best performance. Our method per-
forms the best for more difficult problems, such as high-dimensional covariates and/or
complex propensity scores or regression functions, where correcting for bias becomes
more important. Picking a prior for W that allows for sparsity or variable selection,
such as BART, may further improve the performance of our method in such settings.
We note that our method is specifically targeted at estimating the (C)ATE rather than
the entire response surface f , as for BART, BART-ps and BCF.
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Contributed Discussion

Estevão B. Prado†,‡,§,∗, Eoghan O’Neill¶, Belinda Hernández‖,
Andrew C. Parnell†,‡,§, and Rafael A. Moral†,‡

1 Discussion

We congratulate the authors for their stimulating and excellent work on applying
Bayesian trees to causal inference modelling. In this discussion, we extend the authors’
work by evaluating the models on higher dimensional data sets. We remark in passing
that it seems odd that the paper only contains model performance metrics on training
data, but to allow for valid comparisons, we follow their approach. In particular we show
that, for higher dimensions, some of the existing (non-causal) models have equivalent
or superior performance to BCF for the simulations used in the paper.

We carried out a small simulation study to investigate the performance of BCF,
ps-BART, Causal RF and other methods. We extend the simulations carried out in the
paper by setting n = 250, p = (5, 50, 100, 500) and consider the structure for τ(x), μ(x)
and π(x) presented in Section 6.1. By varying the number of covariates, we aim to see
how BCF and ps-BART behave as well as motivate other algorithms that are designed
to deal with large p. For instance, Hernández et al. (2018) propose a BART-based al-
gorithm suitable for high-dimensional data (in particular when p > 10, 000), named
BART-BMA, that uses Bayesian model averaging and does not utilise an MCMC algo-
rithm. Via simulation studies, they show that BART-BMA outperforms the standard
BART when the number of covariates is large. In this context, Linero (2018) introduces
Dirichlet BART (DART) that modifies the variable selection in BART by updating the
probability of a predictor being selected as a split variable via a Dirichlet distribution.
With this change, DART tends to produce more accurate predictions than BART in
situations where p is large. We also explored MOTR-BART (Prado et al., 2020), which
is an algorithm that generalises BART by generating the predictions based on piece-wise
linear functions rather than terminal node constants. Here, we are specially interested
in seeing how MOTR-BART (with 10 trees) performs when μ(x) is linear, as the regu-
larised linear regression with the horseshoe prior presented the best results in Table 2
of Section 6.1.

In Figure 1, we present the RMSE obtained from 50 Monte Carlo simulations for
the Conditional Average Treatment Effect (CATE), and measured the methods’ per-
formance on the training sets considering an estimate of the propensity score as a
covariate for the non-causal algorithms. When p = 500, it was not possible to run BCF

∗Corresponding author: estevao.prado@mu.ie.
†Hamilton Institute, Maynooth University, Ireland
‡Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Maynooth University, Ireland
§Insight: The National Centre for Data Analytics, Maynooth University, Ireland
¶Econometric Institute, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Netherlands
‖School of Medicine, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
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Figure 1: Simulation study results of RMSE for Conditional Average Treatment Effect
(CATE).

due to numerical errors. Firstly, we see that the Causal RF algorithm is highly sen-
sitive to the number of covariates. For all combinations of τ(x), μ(x) and estimands,
the RMSE values for Causal RF tend to increase as p gets bigger. When τ(x) is het-
erogeneous, we see that ps-MOTR-BART is competitive even when the structure of
μ(x) is nonlinear. In addition, ps-DART presents lower RMSE values than ps-BART,
which might suggest that ps-DART could be an alternative in situations where p is
large (Santos and Lopes, 2018). On the right-hand side of Figure 1, the results of
RMSE for CATE are shown when τ(x) is homogeneous, which we believe is unreal-
istic in practice. Here, we see that for p < 500 and linear μ(x) that ps-BART, ps-
DART and ps-MOTR-BART present excellent levels of accuracy. For instance, when
p = (5, 50 and 100), they produce similar results with the three generating more accu-
rate estimates than BCF. With τ(x) homogeneous and a nonlinear structure for μ(x),
however, we note that MOTR-BART does not produce as accurate estimates as ps-
BART and ps-DART.

In Figure 2, we see that the results for the Average Treatment Effect (ATE) are
similar. That is, ps-BART and ps-DART perform well across all simulations and ps-
MOTR-BART performs particularly well in data with heterogeneous effects and lin-
ear μ(x). Also, BCF does not give better results than ps-BART or ps-DART in any
setting, although it outperforms Causal RF and ps-BART-BMA.
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Figure 2: Simulation study results of RMSE for Average Treatment Effect (ATE).

Although not shown, we also explored the methods’ performance on test data. Per-
haps due to the non-stochastic nature of the simulation equations, we did not observe
large differences between the results in training versus test performance. The results
presented here can be reproduced by using the R scripts available at https://github.
com/ebprado/BCF-discussion-paper.
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Contributed Discussion

Harrison Zhu∗, Xing Liu†, Alberto Caron‡, Ioanna Manolopoulou§,
Seth Flaxman¶, and François-Xavier Briol‖

In the Neyman-Rubin causal model, patient i is represented through a triplet (Xi, Zi, Yi),
where Xi denotes covariates, Zi denotes whether the patient received a treatment
(Zi = 1) or not (Zi = 0), and Yi represents the outcome (in particular Yi(1) is when
the patient received the treatment and Yi(0) if they did not). Given such data for
n patients, we would like to answer questions about the effect of the treatment on
the outcome variables. These questions can be answered by considering certain statis-
tics of interest (Hill, 2011). These include the (population) average treatment effect
(ATE), given by E[Y (1)−Y (0)], the sample average treatment effect (SATE), given by
1
n

∑n

i=1(Yi(1) − Yi(0)), the population average effect of the treatment on the treated
(PATT), given by E[Y (1)−Y (0)|Z = 1], and the sample average treatment effect of the
treatment on the treated (SATT), given by 1

n

∑
i:Zi=1(Yi(1)− Yi(0)).

An interesting point is that each of these quantities can be expressed as an integral
of the conditional average treatment effect (CATE), τ(x) = E[Y (1)−Y (0)|X = x], over
some distribution on covariates. As discussed in Hahn et al. (2020), this can be estimated
by integrating a model τ̂ of τ , such as a Bayesian posterior mean. This remark, although
seemingly trivial, is particularly interesting since it opens up connections with the field
of probabilistic numerics and especially Bayesian probabilistic numerical integration
(BPNI) (Diaconis, 1988; O’Hagan, 1991; Rasmussen and Ghahramani, 2002; Briol et al.,
2019).

In BPNI, the goal is to tackle challenging problems in numerical analysis, such as
the computation of an intractable integral, using tools from Bayesian nonparametrics.
The motivation is that the Bayesian framework can be used to quantify uncertainty over
the value of the integral. This is done through three steps: (i) a prior is placed over the
integrand, (ii) this prior is conditioned on values of the function to obtain a posterior on
the integrand, (iii) this posterior on the integrand implies a (one-dimensional) posterior
on the value of the integral. Different prior choices allow us to encode properties of
the integrand, such as smoothness or periodicity, in a straightforward manner, leading
to algorithms which respect these properties. The most common model is a Gaussian
process (GP); although more recent work also considers alternatives such as Bayesian
additive regression trees (BART) (Zhu et al., 2020) or multi-output Gaussian processes
(Xi et al., 2018; Gessner et al., 2019).
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Figure 1: Estimates of the ATE for active learning and random sampling.

We can hence see the computation of ATE, PATT, SATE and SATT through in-
tegrals of the CATE as applications of BPNI to causal inference. This leads to several
remarks:

1. There are a number of consistency results for BPNI methods, including refined
convergence rates in a variety of scenarios depending on the model used, the
domain of integration, the data generating process and the smoothness of the
integrand. These could provide strong theoretical guarantees for the estimation
of the ATE, SATE, SATT and PATT in a wide variety of settings; see Briol
et al. (2019); Kanagawa and Hennig (2019); Kanagawa et al. (2020); Wynne et al.
(2020).

2. Active Learning: The field of BPNI has derived a variety of experimental design
schemes targeting directly the efficient approximation of integrals (rather than
approximation of functions); see Osborne et al. (2012); Gunter et al. (2014); Briol
et al. (2015); Jiang et al. (2019) in the case of Gaussian process models, and Zhu
et al. (2020) for BART. Again, these could lead to more efficient estimates of the
quantities of interest in causal inference.

To highlight the potential benefits of active learning schemes for causal inference
with GPs and BART, we considered the synthetic example in Section 6.1 of Hahn et al.
(2020) with homogeneous treatment effects and linear prognostic function.1 We assume

1The code is available at https://github.com/ImperialCollegeLondon/BART-Int.

https://github.com/ImperialCollegeLondon/BART-Int
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the model Yi = f(Xi, Zi) + ǫi, where ǫi ∼ N(0, 0.12) and the covariates Xi are i.i.d.
with a known distribution Π. We consider the computation of the ATE estimated as
Πm[f̂(X, 1)− f̂(X, 0)], where f̂ is the fitted posterior of the Bayesian model (e.g. BART
or GP) on f , and Πm is an empirical distribution formed by samples {x̃i}mi=1 represen-
tative of Π (and potentially different from the observed covariates {xi}ni=1).

For the active learning algorithms (see Zhu et al., 2020 for full details), we use a
candidate set of size m = 2000, then begin with nini = 50 initial random design points
and acquire nseq = 200 additional points. We use a sequential design with new point
selected one at a time through the following objective: At iteration n, we select xn+1 and
zn+1 as follows argmaxc=(x,z)V[f(x, z)π(x)e(z)|{(xi, zi, yi)}ni=1], where π is the density
of Π and e is the propensity function. We can see that active learning helped both
models to obtain improved estimates of the true value of ATE (ATE = 3).

Overall, we conclude that the fields of causal inference and BPNI could benefit from
further interactions. In this note, we pointed out how recent advances in BPNI could
lead to further practical and theoretical advances in causal inference (including through
a small synthetic example), but it is also clear that applications in causal inference could
provide motivation for the development of novel BPNI algorithms.
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Contributed Discussion

Daria Bystrova∗, Julyan Arbel∗, and Thibaud Rahier†

In this discussion we elaborate on the specific scenario when the selection into treatment
depends on the outcome under no treatment. We reproduce Example 1 in the paper
with p = 2 control variables and n = 250 observations under the data generating process

Yi = μ(x1, x2)− τZi + ǫi, i = 1, . . . , n,

ǫi ∼ N(0, 1), xi1, xi2 ∼ Uniform(0, 1),

where Y is a measure of heart distress, Z the treatment indicator, and x1 and x2 are
two control variables. The treatment effect τ is supposed to be homogeneous and set
to τ = 1 here. The prognostic function is set to μ(x1, x2) := E(Y | x1, x2, Z = 0) =
μ(x1, x2) = 6Φ(2(x1 − x2))− 3.

The authors argue that, under strong confounding, the estimation of average treat-
ment effect (ATE) using BART can exhibit severe bias. The BCF model is designed to
solve this issue, by including the propensity score π(x) (or its estimate) in the set of
predictors when learning ATE. In this contributed comment, we have chosen to study
the extent to which BCF exhibited smaller bias than BART for different levels of con-
founding. The confounding ‘amount’ is controlled by a scalar α ∈ [0, 1] hyperparameter
in our experiments:

πα(μ(x1, x2), x1, x2) := α

(
0.8Φ

(
μ(x1, x2)

0.1(2− x1 − x2) + 0.25)

)
+0.025(x1 + x2)

)
+ 0.05βα,

βα :=
1

2
(19− 17α).

For α = 0 the propensity score is constant and we are in a randomized controlled trial
situation (no confounding); for α = 1 the propensity score is roughly equivalent to the
one used in Example 1 presented in the paper (high confounding). The rationale behind
the choice of βα is that πα is required to stay roughly constant for average values of the
control variables x1 = x2 = 1/2; see Figure 1. The bias(τ̂) = E[τ̂ − τ ] is computed as
an empirical average over 50 datasets.1

We observe from Figure 1 that for α close to 0, BART and BCF exhibit similar
bias, which is expected since BCF has no regularization-induced confounding (RIC)
to correct in that case. Moreover, the more α increases, the larger the bias exhibited
by BART compared to BCF. This is consistent with the fact that the bias increase
implied by the increase of α is mainly due to the increase in confounding, which BCF
was designed to handle better than BART.

∗Univ. Grenoble Alpes, Inria, CNRS, LJK, 38000 Grenoble, France, daria.bystrova@inria.fr,
julyan.arbel@inria.fr

†Criteo AI Lab, 38000 Grenoble, France, t.rahier@criteo.com
1Code is available on Github https://github.com/dbystrova/bcf_discussion.
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Figure 1: Propensity function π(x1, x2) for different values of α in {0, 0.5, 1}.

Figure 2: Bias for BART (purple) and BCF (yellow) models in Example 1 of the paper
for varying confounding ‘amount’ α ∈ [0, 1].

The results of our exploratory study are mainly consistent with what was expected
upon reading the paper. However, there remains some unanswered questions. (i) Our
experiments show that for α = 0, BART exhibits slightly lower bias than BCF: this is
intriguing as in the case of constant propensity score, both BCF and BART are expected
to behave the same in terms of ATE estimation. (ii) We notice that the bias exhibited by
BCF increases when α increases (even though it does less so than BART’s bias). From
our understanding, the only additional source of bias the models could suffer from when
α > 0 compared to α = 0 is the result of RIC, which we expect to be fully handled by
BCF. These results suggest either that the increase of α induces an other form of bias,
or that BCF is not entirely solving the RIC problem.

Note that both of these open questions could be explained by sub-optimal tuning
of BART and BCF models in our experiments. We are conscious that our study only
scratches the surface of the complicated problem of causal inference and regularization-
induced confounding. More experiments are needed to fully understand the extent to
which BCF better handles RIC than BART.
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Rejoinder

P. Richard Hahn∗, Jared S. Murray†, and Carlos M. Carvalho‡

We would like to thank the discussants for sharing their perspectives on our paper,
and for suggesting numerous interesting avenues for improvements and extensions. Be-
fore responding to specific points raised in the discussions, we would like to take the
opportunity to provide readers with updates about software, applications, and recent
methodological developments.

First, the BCF R package is now in version 2.01 with improvements that include:

• Parallel computing (within and between chains).

• Saving tree “traces”, to generate predictions and treatment effects at new locations
without refitting the model.

• Automated MCMC diagnostics via the coda package for a handful of key param-
eters (the error variance, ATE, etc.).

• New vignettes to make the package more accessible, and to illustrate how to
construct posterior summaries like the subgroup-finding trees presented in this
paper.

The bulk of this is due to hard work from our collaborators at Mathematica, initiated
by Mariel Finucane and her team including Peter Mariani, Constance Delannoy, and
Lauren Forrow. Many thanks to them!

Indeed, we are happy to report that BCF is being used by Mathematica (Ghosh et al.,
2020) and various other researchers with interesting and challenging applied problems
(e.g. King et al. (2019); Bryan et al. (2019); Bail et al. (2020)). On our end, we deployed
BCF in the National Study of Learning Mindsets (NSLM) (Yeager et al., 2019), a large-
scale randomized study specifically designed to investigate the heterogeneous effects of
a light-touch growth mindset intervention in first effect heterogeneity.

The initial findings from the NSLM reported in Yeager et al. (2019) include a BCF-
based analysis of the treatment effect heterogeneity. Using BCF we identified similar
patterns of heterogeneity to what was estimated using painstakingly pre-registered linear
models, both by examining treatment effects in pre-registered subgroups and using pos-
terior summarization tools like the CART-based subgroup search procedure presented
in our paper. Although this was a randomized experiment, the BCF parameterization
was vital here – we needed different sets of variables in μ and τ , as we had to incorporate

∗School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences, Arizona State University, prhahn@asu.edu
†McCombs School of Business, University of Texas at Austin, jared.murray@mccombs.utexas.edu
‡McCombs School of Business, University of Texas at Austin, carlos.carvalho@mccombs.utexas.edu
1https://github.com/jaredsmurray/bcf.
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numerous baseline variables (in μ) to reduce residual standard deviation while focus-
ing on only a handful of key treatment effect moderators (in τ) backed by substantive
theory and previous studies.

Recent methodological developments related to BCF include BCF with multilevel
modeling for dependent observations (Yeager et al., 2019), extensions to heterogeneous
linear effects of continuous treatments (Woody et al., 2020a), priors on τ that induce
partial smoothness (Starling et al., 2019), and new approaches to posterior summa-
rization, building on earlier work in Hahn and Carvalho (2015) and Woody et al.
(2020b). Specifically, (Woody et al., 2020a) re-examine Levitt’s famous abortion and
crime dataset (Levitt and Dubner, 2010) using an extension of BCF for continuous
treatments. They corroborate many of the original findings while uncovering new evi-
dence for heterogeneous effects. The use of BCF here is notable because the estimates
and uncertainty intervals of treatment effects are known to be sensitive to how control
variables appear in their model – that is, the choice of nonlinearities and interactions.
Woody et al. (2020a) address the model specification dilemma by fitting BCF. (See also
Bryan et al. (2019) and Dweck and Yeager (2019), who also use BCF to avoid speci-
fication search). Further, the posterior summaries of treatment effect heterogeneity in
Woody et al. (2020a) take some pains to estimate partial effects of treatment effect
moderators, which is important for understanding treatment effect moderation when
the moderators are not independent.

Although they do not refer to it as such, in their discussion Zhu et al. consider using
BCF for addressing “transportability” of causal effects. Transportability refers to the
problem of generalizing estimated treatment effects to a new population. Under some
identification conditions, estimating the ATE in the new population involves integrating
τ(x) over a new population distribution of x, say P ′

X . A simple Monte Carlo approach
to this problem would sample directly from P ′

X . However, this naive approach may re-
quire a large number of samples to achieve an accurate calculation of the population
average treatment effect (PATE), and collecting x measurements in the target popula-
tion is often costly (e.g. by conducting a survey). As such, active learning and other
adaptive experimental designs have been proposed whereby one can accurately estimate
the PATE with fewer samples and function evaluations of τ(x). BCF is useful here to
the extent that it furnishes good estimates of τ(x), and the ability to control the set
of possible effect moderators (as opposed to requiring that each variable be a potential
confounder and moderator) can reduce the dimensionality in a critical way.

Finally, recent computational developments promise to expand the applicability and
accessibility of BCF even further. Extending a computational approach developed by
He (2019); He et al. (2019), He and Krantsevich’s discussion reports on some recent
advances on approximating and simulating from the BCF posterior, aiming to address
both scalability (in n) and the inadequate mixing that sometimes occurs using the
typical Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm for updating trees and their parameters.
Empirically, this poor mixing tends manifests as credible intervals that are artificially
short. Running multiple independent MCMC chains is known to ameliorate or at least
diagnose poor mixing in Bayesian tree models (Carnegie, 2019), but realizing these
benefits can require long burn-in periods since it is difficult to identify “good” but
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dispersed staring points for each chain. The clever stochastic search He and Krantsevich
propose is quite promising, evidently yielding sets of chains that converge rapidly to their
stationary distribution.

Turning now to the remaining discussions, we have organized our rejoinder around
several common themes that appeared across the discussion papers.

1 On the central role of the propensity score

Professor Wager provides a thorough summary of recent (and some not-so-recent) re-
search on heterogeneous treatment effect estimation, to which he has been a prominent
contributor. As a part of this review, he gives a nice overview of the variety of different
ways that propensity scores and their analogues have proven important in estimating
treatment effects. It is curious to us that the importance of using an (estimated) propen-
sity score (PS) to estimate causal effects does not seem to have been controversial for
frequentists, but has been the topic of much controversy among Bayesians.

1.1 Uncertainty in π and uncertainty in π̂

Some of our discussants are still uncomfortable using a plug-in π̂. We might never reach
consensus here, but we think the discussion has helped us understand the point of diver-
gence. Under the identifying assumptions in the paper, we tend to approach the problem
of inferring treatment effects from a (Bayesian) outcome modeling perspective (rather
than modeling treatment assignment and outcomes) since with ignorable treatment as-
signment we are not obligated to model treatment assignment and doing so invites new
complications. By parameterizing the model in terms of the treatment effects and in-
cluding π̂ as a covariate in μ, we are not attempting to model treatment assignment or
introducing the true propensity score as a parameter. Rather, we are inducing a prior
over μ that is less likely to regularize away fluctuations μ along an important direction –
a direction that is likely to be misattributed to Z.

Organisian and Roy express the common Bayesian perspective that

Differences in prior uncertainty about the regression parameters [of the fitted propensity
function] impacts uncertainty about [sic] π̂. This, in turn, may lead to different degrees of
uncertainty about f(xi, zi, π̂(xi)).

The error in this argument is a confusion between π and π̂. There is no uncertainty about
π̂; it is a choice we make in our prior. Our priors, models, and ultimate inference for
treatment effects are all conditional on realized treatment assignments and covariates,
and π̂ is a deterministic function of these. Fixing π̂ merely represents a choice of how
to represent (x, z) in constructing a prior over μ.2

Zooming out from causal inference, we make similar choices every time we decide to
combine or transform covariates in a regression model, for example. These choices can

2While it may not be obvious to those unfamiliar with tree models, choosing different coordinate
systems for their inputs generally leads to meaningfully different priors.
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be important and consequential, as is how we define π̂, but this does not mean that they
require further prior distributions to yield valid Bayesian inference. We discuss this at
some length in the paper, where we suggest comparing or ensembling different choices
for π̂ based on their consistency with observed treatment assignments and covariates
(ignorant of the outcomes), and conducting sensitivity analysis to different choices for
π̂ the same way we would for other important components of a prior distribution.

Of course, there is uncertainty about π, and we would have to mind that uncertainty
if we specified our model as f(xi, zi, π(x)), or if we were jointly modeling treatment
assignment and outcomes in order to induce a particular outcome model (as Organisian
and Roy propose). But that is not our proposal.

To revisit the analogy from section 8.4 of our paper, the popular Zellner prior in
linear regression is illustrative here: when Zellner specifies his prior in terms of XtX, no
one insists that his prior is inadequate for failing to account for estimation uncertainty
regarding the true covariance structure ofX. One could specify the Zellner prior in terms
of cov(X) and then integrate over the associated uncertainty, but doing so would require
specifying a model for X, with unclear benefits and significant additional complexity
(Hahn et al., 2013). The position that every choice we make when specifying a prior
distribution requires its own prior distribution leads quickly to an infinite regress of
uncertainty and the collapse of Bayesian inference.

As for Organisian and Roy’s proposal of inducing dependence on π via a joint model
of response and treatment assignment, that approach poses its own risks. For example,
the extent to which the propensity score actually features in their proposed outcome
model (after conditioning on Z) depends in a complex way on how the base mea-
sures/mixture kernels are specified, not just on prior parameters in the EDP, since the
dependence arises through mixture component assignment and the number of compo-
nents realized will depend on the form of the base measure. And even if the induced
form of the outcome model is appealing, estimating the parameters of that conditional
model by fitting a joint model does not generally yield the best-fitting parameters for
the conditional model alone (Hahn et al., 2013; Hahn, 2019)

1.2 The propensity score as effect moderator

In addition to its primary deconfounding role, Wager asks whether the propensity score
might also be considered an effect moderator:

In some applications, however, there may also be interest in the propensity score as an
effect modifier.

In the notation of BCF, this question becomes: Does the propensity score go in τ (in
addition to μ)? Quite possibly, yes, although we do not do so as a default. See our
response to Organisian and Roy in the next section for one example of when that
idea would be advisable. Whether or not the estimated propensity score appears as an
argument for τ , one may summarize treatment effects as a function of π̂, for example by
computing the posterior of subgroup average treatment effects across quantile buckets
of the propensity score.
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Along similar lines, Ray, Szabo, and van der Vaart propose a regression model with
an explicit adjustment that implies that the propensity score is always an effect moder-
ator (absent some very specific cancellations in their W ), but in a very particular way.
The particular way that π̂ enters into the model is specifically designed to debias infer-
ence for the ATE, not necessarily to improve estimation of CATEs. The resulting model
is, in our opinion, prima facia implausible. That is, the form of the proposed model is
not the sort of thing a subject matter expert would ever be likely to propose, but rather
an instance of “frequentist pursuit” (Robins et al., 2015) that predictably does rela-
tively well when evaluated against frequentist criteria.3 We tend to think of ourselves as
modelers first, so our preferred mode of optimizing for frequentist operating character-
istics would be to include estimates from BCF or another model as inputs to a doubly
robust estimation procedure; see e.g. Dorie et al. (2019) where (ps)BART with a TMLE
adjustment did better in repeated sampling than BART or TMLE without BART in
estimating ATT. That is, we would rather specify a plausible model and then make
an adjustment to model-based estimates rather than making a frequency-motivated
adjustment to the model itself. This approach is under-explored in the literature and
under-utilized in practice.

1.3 True versus estimated propensity scores

Wager poses a hypothetical question that is, in a sense, the opposite of the proposition
that uncertainty about π is somehow essential: what if, instead of having to account for
uncertainty in our propensity score estimate, we might be better off using the estimate
(as opposed to the true propensity function)?

In the context of estimating an average treatment effect, Hirano, Imbens, and Ridder
[2003] showed that using an estimated propensity score for weighting could sometimes be
enough to achieve efficiency.

This is an interesting question. Hirano et al. are often read as implying that all we
need is the estimated PS, and in fact if someone handed us the true PS we would not
need or want to use it at all. But they were considering a limited universe of estimation
procedures (IPW using either the true or estimated PS). Herren and Hahn (2020) show
that in fact one can improve inferences using the true propensity score considering
a slightly larger set of estimation procedures. In the context of ps-BART/BCF, in
simulations we do generally observe modest gains using the true propensity score versus
an estimate, although the gap narrows predictably when sample sizes are large or the
propensity score function is easier to estimate.

1.4 ps-BART and BCF are complements, not competitors

To conclude this section, we wish to note for the record that the idea of using a propen-
sity score estimate as a covariate in BART (or in other Bayesian nonparametric outcome

3We suspect Wasserman and Robins might accuse us of frequentist pursuit too, for regressing on an
estimated propensity score. Our consciences are clear as we were primarily in search of better Bayesian
inference, and – more seriously – we feel our approach is well-motivated on substantive grounds, and
per the discussion in Section 1.1.
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models for treatment effects) had, to our knowledge, not been proposed prior to our
paper. In response to an early draft of this paper, ps-BART was added to the methods
implemented in the ACIC 2016 data challenge Dorie et al. (2019) where it significantly
improved on BART, and eventually became the default in the R package bartCause. Al-
though using the PS as a covariate within BART seems like an obvious idea in retrospect
(and had been done in other contexts previously, as mentioned by Wager), it was not
standard practice in 2016 or 2017. Thus, we are inclined to view “ps-BART” as one half
of our contribution here (the other being explicitly parameterizing the model in terms
of τ so that it is possible control its prior) rather than as a competing methodology.
Simply including an estimated propensity score does much to mitigate the potential for
RIC, and is, well, simple to implement. RIC is not unique to Bayesian tree models and
we expect that other Bayesian nonparametric methods would benefit from this simple
adaptation.

2 Does targeted selection exist, and does it matter?

In the paper, we motivated our suggestion to incorporate the propensity score as a pre-
dictor with the idea of what we called “targeted selection” – where π(x) is a monotone
function of E(Y | x, Z = 0), or approximately so, the intuition being that individuals se-
lect into treatment based on predicted outcomes under control. Some of the discussants,
such as Papadogeorgou and Li, Wager, and Bystrova et al. do not consider this idea
controversial. Others, namely Organisian and Roy and Ray et al. question if targeted
selection is a legitimate concern, or driving the improvements realized by incorporating
the estimated propensity score.

Ray et al. write:

However, it seems that different from what this name suggests, the general principle con-
cerns bias that may result from estimating a high-dimensional parameter and is not special
to causality or confounding. In the same way, it does not seem that “targeted selection”
is a precondition for the usefulness of bias selection. Rather, not using independent prior
modeling seems one of these novel properties of high-dimensional modeling that remain
to be further explored.

We never meant to imply that targeted selection is the only mechanism by which
regularization-induced confounding may arise, merely that it is one way such bias can
occur, and it is especially pernicious, since it leads μ(x) to vary in the direction of
E(Z | x) = π(x). Furthermore it is a plausible one in the context of causal inference,
meaning we might reasonably expect it to show up in some applications. It is certainly
true that high-dimensional inference is hard for a number of reasons, but note that we
can reliably induce RIC using targeted selection in low dimensions (p = 2) and using
linear models. The issue is not merely one of high-dimensional modeling either.

Meanwhile, Organisian and Roy question targeted selection on substantive grounds,
stating that:

. . . Treatment decisions are ideally made based on trying to predict E(Y (1)− Y (0) | X).
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This is certainly a distinct selection mechanism that we considered but did not report
on in our paper – the possibility that π is a function of (an estimate of) τ . Supposing
selection works this way requires imagining that individuals have detailed knowledge
of the heterogeneous effects of treatments. This may be true in some cases, but in
many other cases it seems more likely that we would have detailed information about
risk factors for adverse outcomes absent treatment, and a general sense that available
treatments tend to be effective (based on the ATE or perhaps subgroup effects in one
or more RCTs, for example). This is consistent with our own experiences in doctors’
offices.

However, we see no reason that both of these mechanisms couldn’t be at play. In
fact, even with detailed knowledge of treatment effect heterogeneity we would be foolish
to select into or out of treatment without reference to expected outcomes in the absence
of treatment. If a drug is expected to lower a patient’s blood pressure by 100 units (so
τ(x) = −100), the doctor desperately needs to know E(Y | x, z = 0) as well; if the
baseline blood pressure is 220, then the drug is indicated, if it is 120, the drug would
be deadly! So we take issue with the assertion that “treatment decisions are ideally
made” using predictions of τ(x). Ideally one would make treatment decisions based
on predictions of (or probability distributions over) outcomes under both treatment
decisions.

2.1 The connection between targeted selection and RIC

The idea of targeted selection arose from our experience trying to generate data that
exhibited significant confounding that was difficult to remedy with a simple (nonpara-
metric) regression adjustment – what we call regularization induced confounding (RIC),
that is, bias that persists in finite samples even when one has all measured confounders.

This is easy to do with linear models and homogenous effects, which we knew from
earlier work (Hahn et al., 2016b). In a traditional linear regression model for causal
inference, the mere existence of confounders – variables appearing both in π(x) and
μ(x) – results in “aliasing”, by which we mean that in finite samples it is unclear what
variation in the response is due to μ and what is due to τ and Z. While μ and τ
are identified, in practice they can be hard to tell apart. In Bayesian terminology, the
likelihood for the treatment effect coefficient is liable to be multi-modal and/or has flat
regions, even when conditioning on a sufficient set of controls. RIC arises because the
prior over regression coefficients might strongly prefer one of those regions solely because
of the prior on the control variable coefficients, rather than beliefs about treatment
effects. We provide some calculations showing this in our paper, and extensive evidence
in Hahn et al. (2016b).

In nonlinear models, this aliasing is less likely to arise. Nonlinear prognostic effects
(partial effects of control variables) do not mask their own confounding influence over the
entire domain the way hyperplanes do. So as long as the prognostic impact of a control
variable differs in form from its confounding impact somewhere along its domain, we can
spot it. We concede that this explanation is not as clear as it might be, but hopefully
it is at least suggestive; we have not yet figured out how to tackle this explanation with
much mathematical rigor.
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What we do know is that if you generate data from, say, two arbitrary high degree
polynomials, one governing the response surface and the other governing the treatment
selection mechanism, regularization-induced confounding is not likely to be much of an
issue. This raised an important question for us: does this mean that simply fitting a
nonlinear model solves the causal inference problem? Or does it mean that the putative
data generating process is not realistic? After considerable reflection, we concluded that
targeted selection was a plausible explanation for how one could get appreciable aliasing
(that is, the kind of problematic confounding that leads to RIC) and that, therefore, RIC
was something that needed to be remedied. Finally, we note that aliasing in nonlinear
models can indeed occur “by accident”, and we observe this in the 2016 ACIC data
sets (which did not employ a targeted selection data generating process). However,
in practice, targeted selection is a reliable, plausible, and context-appropriate way to
induce aliasing, and therefore RIC.

3 Maybe something works better than BCF

Our discussants put forth a bevy of alternatives to and modifications of BCF, some
actually implementing the methods and assessing them in simulations as well. This is
great! Obviously the current paper would not exist if we hadn’t had a similar impulse,
and we would encourage these authors to evaluate their proposals carefully against
good-faith implementations of BART, ps-BART, and BCF. We would also plug one
more time the ACIC data challenges as a useful testbed that come with a host of
results from different methods for free. In subsequent sections we have more to say
about the particular case of how BCF and other methods perform under poor or no
overlap, and designing empirical studies, but a few comments on implementing BCF
are in order here.

3.1 One nice thing about explicit priors: you can change them

We arrived at our default prior for τ(x) in BCF through careful consideration and ex-
tensive simulation exercises. Our choices reflect a belief that a default prior should be
skeptical of heterogeneity by default, and shrink toward constant effects. We opera-
tionalize these beliefs in our default prior by (1) penalizing depth more strongly than
the original BART prior, since the trees in τ already represent interactions (with the
treatment indicator), (2) reducing the prior splitting probability that a tree splits at
all, since the presence of more root-only trees shrinks more strongly toward homoge-
nous effects, and (3) using relatively few trees in τ (50 by default), which amplifies the
shrinkage implied by (1) and (2).

But as the title above suggests, all priors are subject to revision. In our own appli-
cations of BCF we routinely use non-default priors. For example, when prior knowledge
strongly suggests some treatment effect heterogeneity, we might increase the number of
trees and increase the probability of the first split for each tree, but continue to strongly
penalize tree depth in our prior. By favoring trees with a single split a priori we shrink
toward additive rather than homogeneous (constant) treatment effect functions.
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Prior choices are consequential. As Papadogeorgou and Li discuss, there are times
when strongly shrinking towards homogeneity may be unwise and in those cases ps-
BART – or even the f0, f1 parameterization absent a propensity score estimate – may
outperform default BCF. But so may non-default BCF! In our opinion, many simulation
exercises feature implausibly large treatment effects, treatment effect variation, and
low levels of noise that will tend to favor other priors. But we remain convinced that
the additional shrinkage of τ provided by BCF is a sensible default in many applied
problems, and the BCF parameterization – unlike BART or ps-BART – furnishes a
knob to directly modulate the prior over treatment effect heterogeneity.

4 (Lack of) overlap, and what to do about it

Organisian and Roy and Papadogeorgou and Li both raise the issue of overlap and
how BART/BCF behave under violations of overlap. This seems to be a fairly common
concern; we hear it raised in workshops and as questions in our own talks. Overlap, like
ignorability, is a strong identifying assumption that deserves more attention than it gets.
The same is true of practical violations of overlap – when the true π(x) is bounded away
from zero or one, but we still have few or no treated or control cases in some portion of
covariate space due to small sample size or bad luck. Practical overlap violations mean
that some CATEs may be inestimable in our particular sample, even though they are
formally identified.

Some of our discussants seem troubled by how BART/BCF behave under actual
violations of overlap. We are not. In our view, it is simply too much to expect a model
to generically do “well” when we are trying to make inference far from the support of the
observed data, unless we are bringing very well-informed model and prior specifications
to the table. While the best nonparametric priors will include some (typically weak)
information about the size, variability, and smoothness of treatment effects, they do not
usually furnish the kinds of detailed prior information that would make them reliable
interpolators or extrapolators. In other contexts we expect this posture would be less
controversial, but for some reason it takes on a different valence when talking specifically
about overlap in causal inference.

For instance, in their example Papadogeorgou and Li indicate that “BART is clearly
overconfident in the region of poor overlap”. But examining their Figure 2, to our eye
the BART intervals are actually at least as wide as the Gaussian process (GP) intervals
everywhere we have treated and control data! We would argue that all three methods
are overconfident in their extrapolations beyond that range, where the treatment effects
and counterfactual predictions are unidentified (or at least inestimable), although we
would certainly agree that BART is more overconfident. Their example also illustrates
the potential danger of blindly extrapolating under very flexible models: Note how the
GP-estimated expected outcomes tick up or down outside the range of the data based
on a handful of observations at the extremes, as opposed to BART and the linear model
which extrapolate in predictable ways. (To be clear, Papadogeorgou and Li do not
themselves suggest that we blindly extrapolate!) So while we agree with Organisian and
Roy’s sentiment that “it may be ideal to instead have a model that performs reasonably
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in these regions by default”, we are not optimistic that a default procedure will solve
our overlap problems for us – especially not one based on very flexible models – and are
disinclined to trust models alone to estimate unidentifiable or inestimable quantities.

In our view, the best way to deal with poor overlap or violations of overlap is to
try to identify regions of poor overlap, and (1) restrict inferences to regions of sufficient
overlap, however we might define that, and/or (2) conduct a careful sensitivity analysis
under different models and assumptions for how CATEs in the poor overlap region
relate to the CATEs where we have overlap. Obviously this is much easier said than
done – particularly (2) – but we have applied this mode of analysis profitably in other
situations where selection and missing data led to a lack of point identification (Hahn
et al., 2016a); see also Linero and Daniels (2015, 2018); Franks et al. (2019) for similar
approaches to Bayesian inference without point identification. Hill et al. (2013) give some
diagnostics for assessing overlap using BART output; their approach is adaptable to any
Bayesian nonparametric model, including BCF, and there are many other strategies for
addressing (1).

Organisian and Roy make some other specific prescriptions for how to handle lack
of overlap. These include

• Heteroskedastic errors. Organisian and Roy state that in BART/BCF “var(ǫi) is
constant with respect to x. This prevents model uncertainty from varying within
XNO (the region of covariate space with no overlap)”. This is obviously false
(evident from their own figures, as well as Figure 2 in Papadogeorgou and Li,
and this increased model uncertainty features prominently in Hill et al. (2013)).
The statement confuses uncertainty about future observations with uncertainty
about model parameters. Further, one suggested fix (George et al., 2019) doesn’t
actually feature heteroskedastic errors, and a heteroskedastic BART fit (Pratola
et al., 2020; Murray, 2020) to e.g. Papadogeorgou and Li’s example in Figure
2 will estimate an approximately constant variance function σ2(x) and furnish
essentially identical inferences as a homoskedastic model, since the true error
variance is evidently constant. Heteroskedasticity may be desirable in its own
right, particularly across treatment arms, but it is not a solution for representing
uncertainty due to lack of overlap.

• Soft-BART (Linero and Yang, 2018). This prior smooths over decision boundaries,
but results in the same constant extrapolations as BART. In Papadogeorgou and
Li’s example we would get smoother curves over the support of the data, but
essentially the same inferences at high and low ages. Its smooth interpolations
could perhaps improve estimation error when overlap violations occur in the inte-
rior of covariate space, but this unlikely to yield substantially different inferences
or wider intervals than a similar BART prior since the difference between the two
priors is essentially averaging sigmoids versus step functions. Compare this to the
nearly unrestricted functional form of GP or DPM interpolations, which is what
yields their large credible intervals.

• Nethery et al. (2019)’s “fit-the-fit” spline-extrapolation method is closest to what
we propose above, and to what we have done before in cases of un- or partial
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identification (i.e. obtain a posterior over identified quantities, and model the
unidentified quantities conditional on those). Without inspection, using higher-
degree additive splines fit to a BART fit to fill in effects in the non-overlap region
makes us nervous for many of the same reasons as extrapolating from a GP fit.
But an additive spline “extrapolator” fit to the BART fit is at least relatively easy
to inspect, diagnose, and refine as part of a sensitivity analysis (see Woody et al.
(2020b) for some related discussion).

Finally, Papadogeorgou and Li suggest further investigation of how different methods
behave under varying degrees of overlap. We heartily endorse this! A good starting
point might be revisiting previous empirical evaluations like the ACIC data challenges,
which feature varying degrees of selection and confounding, and computing performance
metrics within subgroups defined by the true propensity score.

5 Designing and interpreting empirical studies

Several of our discussants include small repeated sampling studies of BART, BCF,
and other methods. These kinds of empirical studies are close to our hearts. In this
section we react to a few of these after outlining our thinking regarding the design and
interpretation of empirical studies (see also Carvalho et al. (2019), where we apply these
principles while also calibrating against a real dataset).

5.1 Specifying the data generating processes (DGPs)

Simulation studies in machine learning and statistics papers often tell you more about
the data generating process than they tell you about the real-world performance of the
models/estimators/algorithms being compared. Data generating processes should be
designed with one of two main goals in mind. One, they might seek to be representative
of the intended use case, in which case the performance comparisons can be suggestive
about what sort of real-world performance we might expect. Two, they might seek to
probe the regions of “parameter space” where various methods break down or where
certain modeling assumptions are violated. Our simulation studies here were created
with real-world fidelity top of mind, although the probing use was also important to us.
We specifically considered the following when designing our DGPs:

• How big are the treatment effects? The magnitude of the ITE’s – which we can
examine in a simulation study – should be realistic with respect to the magnitude
of the corresponding levels of Y (1) and Y (0). This is easy to inspect by plotting
simulated values of Yi(1)−Yi(0) or E(Y (1)−Y (0) | x) against Yi(0) or E(Y (1) | x),
or by plotting histograms of their ratios.

• How heterogeneous are the treatment effects? Here, we can plot a histogram of
τi = Yi(1) − Yi(0) and compare it to histograms of Yi(1) and Yi(0). In many
“naive” simulations we observe that the variance of one potential outcome is
dramatically larger than the other, meaning that the vast majority of variation in
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the observed Y is due to treatment. This makes for an unrealistically easy causal
problem, because even if confounding is present, unless it is incredibly strong, the
bias of the omitted variables is a tiny fraction of most of the CATEs.

• How hard is the estimation problem (even with no confounding)? We also need
to pay attention to error terms. It is very easy to accidentally generate additive
error terms that are huge or miniscule relative to the ITEs. Neither situation will
be informative about which methods are best since they are either “too hard” or
“too easy” for minor methodological differences to matter. In all of our simulation
protocols we set the scale parameter of our error terms as some percentage of
the sample variance of E(Y ). This is an important hedge against testing against
signal to noise ratios either too close to zero or orders of magnitude larger than
is realistic.

• How strong is the confounding? This problem is the most challenging, and trying
to get control of it is part of what led us to describing targeted selection. If π(x) is
a deterministic monotone function of only μ(x) then we can parametrize strength
of confounding in terms of, say, a logistic coefficient: π(μ) = 1/(1 + exp (−βμ).
Whatever parametrization you choose, it is a good idea to monitor how difficult
confounding is making the problem. This can be done by comparing inferences
that include only sufficient predictors π(x) and τ(x) (which you know as lord of
the simulation) versus inferences based on the raw controls/moderators x. And it
is always important to check the range of the true propensity score for overlap;
an easy way to deal with a misbehaving selection model is to rescale the true
propensity scores to (ǫ, 1− ǫ).

Turning to some of the DGPs presented by our discussants:

• Ray et al.’s simulation protocol provides a nice case study of how we interrogate
DGPs. In Figure 1 we see: Huge treatment effects and massive treatment effect
heterogeneity – including positive and negative treatment effects. The level of
noise is very low relative to the variability of the treatment effects and outcomes.
The selection is extremely strong, to the point of very likely violating overlap (and
almost surely yielding practical violations of overlap when n = 250 or even 500).
This DGP also features two incredibly strong instruments: X4 and X6 account for
the majority of the extreme variation in the propensity scores, but don’t appear
in the outcome model and are not even necessary for deconfounding; see Figure 2.

• Bystrova, Arbel and Rahier report on a small simulation study that compares the
bias of BART and BCF in a data generating process parametrized by strength
of confounding. They show that both models exhibit some bias as confounding
increases, but that BCF increases at a substantially slower rate than BART. Their
finding is consistent with our own experience and we wish we had included this
plot in our original paper!
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Figure 1: Diagnostic plots from the RSV DGP reveal excessively large treatment effects,
tremendous treatment effect heterogeneity (including sign differences), relatively puny
noise terms, and possible problems with overlap due to a distribution of propensity
scores concentrated at the boundaries of the interval.

Figure 2: Histogram of the propensity scores from their DGP after removing the two
instruments. Compare to the upper left panel of Figure 1.

• Prado et al. made the curious choice to omit noise in the outcome model entirely;
the only randomness in their simulations is randomly generating X and Z, after
which Y is a deterministic function. We are surprised that they were able to get
the Bayesian tree models to mix, as these algorithms are notoriously slow mixing
when σ is small (Pratola, 2016).

5.2 Are we comparing priors, models, methods, implementations,
or defaults?

Once we’ve settled on a set of DGPs, as good experimentalists we need to decide on
the factor or factors we want to vary in our experiments and do our best to control
everything else. This is harder than it sounds! There are several plausible factors we
might want to vary, and while the lines between each item below are not so clear-cut,
we think it’s useful to distinguish between a few different comparisons we might be
interested in:
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• Comparing priors or models. For example, assuming a common likelihood, we
might compare different tree priors for τ in the BCF framework, or compare GP
versus BART priors for τ . To the extent that other components of the prior/model
are less interesting (e.g. the standard independent prior on σ2, or how the propen-
sity score is estimated in methods that incorporate it) we should try to fix them
across methods.

• Comparing methods. Here we use “method” as shorthand for a procedure that
turns data into estimates. For Bayesian methods, this includes the computational
procedure for approximating or sampling from the posterior distribution, but
wouldn’t include details that depend on the specific dataset at hand like the
necessary length of an MCMC chain to obtain appropriate mixing.

• Comparing implementations (of methods). The implementation of a method might
include e.g. the number and length of chains in an MCMC algorithm, or how
covariates are transformed.

• Comparing default implementations. Downloading someone’s software, and run-
ning it using the author’s defaults.

Any of these comparisons may be useful and informative if they are executed well.
However, we should always be clear about what we are comparing. For example, Ray
et al. compare three different methods that incorporate an estimated propensity score
in one fashion or another. But they use a different propensity score estimate for each
method, and all are misspecified to one degree or another. Further, only their own
approach uses a truncated logistic regression (presumably to tame extreme estimates
given the true propensity scores in Figure 1). This is a missed opportunity, as that
would be an easy factor to fix across methods – and using a flexible estimator for the
propensity score, or at least one that isn’t misspecified, would shed more light on the
value of including a PS estimate. As it stands, in their simulation, variability across
methods is aliased with variability due to how the propensity score is estimated.

As another example, Prado et al. compare several “ps-models” with BCF as p gets
large relative to n. They note a numerical error in BCF for p > n. The reason for
this is that we adopted Chipman et al. (2010)’s method for calibrating the prior on σ,
which incorporates a guess at σ. By default this is an estimate of the residual standard
deviation from a least squares fit, which obviously fails when p > n. Many other methods
(e.g. ps-BART) use the same prior, but for those methods the authors chose to replace
this guess with the marginal standard deviation of y (for both p ≤ n and p > n). This
is a dramatically different prior, especially as p increases, and the prior on the error
variance can be rather consequential in practice. Again, this is a missed opportunity –
the BCF R package also allows for an alternate guess at σ – since variability between
BCF and other methods in their experiment is aliased with variability across choices
for p(σ2).4

4Their choice to set the true σ = 0 makes the prior especially consequential – all the priors are
bounded away from the true value, but priors that encourage larger values of σ may actually have
an advantage since MCMC for Bayesian tree models is notoriously unreliable when σ is low (Pratola,
2016).
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Finally, several of the discussants proposed Gaussian process models with limited
discussion of the covariance function and how its parameters are set or inferred. The
covariance function is often pivotal to their success. Unsurprisingly, the squared expo-
nential covariance function performs splendidly on very smooth response surfaces, but
what happens when this strong assumption is violated? By contrast, BART has a long
track record of adapting successfully to a wide variety of unknown covariance structures
and this robustness is why we chose to design BCF around BART priors.5

We don’t mean to be hypercritical of our discussants, or to discourage empirical
comparisons of any kind. Designing these comparisons is incredibly difficult! But the
payoff is great – simulation studies can greatly augment our theoretical understanding,
so long as we hold our investigations to high standards and design them with intent.
We should strive to articulate what questions a simulation study means to address, and
provide an argument for why the specified DGP(s) will help answer them. Finally, we
note that the ACIC data challenges are uniquely valuable in the degree of rigor they
afford. On the one hand, they provide comparisons of implementations that have been
constructed by experts in the methods who have no control over the data generating
processes. On the other hand, each year new data generating processes can be designed
to probe the methods in specific ways. We feel that such open challenges should be a
routine part of methods development in the future, in causal inference and elsewhere
(see Heaton et al. (2019) for a recent high-profile example in spatial statistics).

5.3 Estimands and loss functions

We also need to choose target estimands and loss functions. In our paper, we only
considered sample ATE/ATT or CATEs at realized covariate values as estimands. We
focused on SATE/SATT since estimating the population ATE/ATT requires some un-
derstanding of how the sample relates to the population of interest, which is of secondary
interest (and largely absent in many observational studies). Like most other empirical
evaluations of methods for estimating heterogeneous treatment effects (e.g. the ACIC
competitions) we focused on CATEs at realized covariate values because this is already
a rather ambitious undertaking, and considering other covariate values risks adventur-
ing into regions of poor overlap and again requires some notion of a broader population
where we might want to estimate treatment effects (Prado et al. are curious about
our choice to evaluate CATEs over the “training” data, but since we are estimating
treatment effects – not making predictions – there is no risk of overfitting here).

The choice of estimand should be fixed for all methods. Ray et al. compared es-
timators and intervals targeting different estimands, with BCF and BART estimates
targeting the SATE and GP-PS targeting PATE. It would have been easy to use the
same Bayesian bootstrap estimate for p(x) to adjust BART/BCF intervals to target

5Although not widely appreciated, BART actually is a Gaussian process, conditional on the trees
(integrating over Gaussian priors over the leaf parameters). Specifically, the trees define a covariance
function where the correlation between points x and x′ are a function of the proportion of trees in the
forest in which the two points occupy the same leaf. As the number of trees is increased, this covariance
function becomes increasingly smooth, although it is singular and nonstationary for a finite number of
trees.
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the PATE, and failing to do so means that we are comparing apples-and-oranges when
assessing coverage.

In the paper, we reported standard loss functions and performance metrics: RMSE/
PEHE, coverage, interval length. In retrospect, we wish we would have also reported
more tailored loss functions. For example, when estimating CATEs we might attach
lower losses to errors in the direction of the ATE, representing a desire for conservative
inferences about treatment effect heterogeneity.

6 Conclusion and acknowledgements

We thank the editorial board of Bayesian Analysis for the opportunity to present our
work as a discussion paper, and to all the participants in this discussion for devoting
their valuable time to considering the ideas in our paper and offering their own. We
hope that applied data analysts in a variety of fields will continue to embrace BCF as a
way to extract causal insights from their observational data, and are excited to see how
the statistics and machine learning communities build on these ideas in the future.
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